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ABSTRACT

Enhancing Demonstration-Based Recognition Tools with Interactive Declarative Guidance for Authoring Touch Gestures

Hao Lu

Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Associate Professor James A. Fogarty
Computer Science & Engineering

The rise of ubiquitous touchscreen devices highlights the needs and opportunities for touch gesture interaction. However, creating touch gesture support remains difficult, and using a pre-packaged library for a fixed set of touch gestures limits expressiveness. This dissertation addresses this problem through a set of novel touch gesture recognition tools. It examines the implementation challenges that developers face in authoring touch gestures and discusses the design, development, and validation of three touch gesture recognition tools. Specifically, this dissertation presents: (1) Gesture Coder, a pure demonstration-based tool for authoring multi-touch gestures, (2) Gesture Studio, a tool for authoring multi-touch gestures that enhances a demonstration-based approach with declarative composition through a timeline visualization, and (3) Gesture Script, a tool for authoring symbolic gestures that enhances a demonstration-based approach by allowing explicit declarative specification of gesture structures through rendering scripts.
These systems illustrate new strategies in designing support for interactive declarative guidance to enhance demonstration-based recognition tools. These systems demonstrate the thesis of this dissertation that enhancing demonstration-based recognition tools with interactive declarative guidance can provide developers with new forms of control over their learning systems, thereby preserving the low threshold of demonstration-based systems while raising the ceiling on their capabilities.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Touchscreen devices have become ubiquitous, highlighting both needs and opportunities for touch gesture based interaction. Compared with traditional keyboard and mouse input, touch gestures allow more natural and intuitive interactions. For example, with a touchscreen smartphone, a person can scroll through a list of photos by simply swiping a finger across the list as if swiping on a piece of long paper in the physical world. They can zoom in on an individual photo by two-finger pinching out on the photo as if trying to stretch it in the physical world. They can also quickly launch an application by drawing a corresponding symbol on the screen.

Despite the intuitiveness of touch gestures, it is still difficult for developers to implement touch gestures in their applications. Much of the complexity comes from reliably recognizing different gestures. In order to overcome this barrier and help developers incorporate touch gestures in their applications, this dissertation examines the challenges in implementing touch gestures and investigates novel gesture recognition tools as solutions to these challenges.

This dissertation focuses on touch gestures using fingertips, one of the most widely used gestures on today’s capacitive touchscreens. It assumes that each touch contact area will register a single touch point with the device. Gestures are then differentiated from each other according to the number of fingers used, the finger touching sequence, the trajectories of finger movement, or the motion of the fingers. This definition of gesture is the same as that used by Zhai et al. in their work on touch-surface stroke gestures [72]. Implementing a recognizer for such gestures requires developers address four primary challenges.
The first challenge arises from managing the input states for finger events. The interpretation of a finger event can depend on the previous finger events. For example, a finger lifting up event can happen in the single or double tap gesture. Its interpretation depends on whether there is another finger up event preceding it within a certain time period (e.g., 200ms). In order to represent the influence of past events, developers will need to maintain a set of input states and the transitions between these states. As the number of gestures and fingers increase, the number of states can grow quickly. This makes hand-coding management of these states difficult and error-prone. This also makes it difficult to iterate on the gesture set used in an application, thus resulting in an obstacle to the rapid iteration needed in effective design.

Second, recognizing finger trajectories can be challenging. Although extensive research has examined various recognition algorithms, implementing these algorithms often requires sophisticated skills and high levels of technical expertise. For example, many recognition algorithms apply data-driven approaches and learn their models from gesture examples using machine learning algorithms. Although machine learning techniques often produce reliable recognizers, they are challenging for typical developers to implement, reason about, and debug.

Third, some touch gestures require recognizing finger motion rather than trajectories. For example, the two-finger rotation gesture and the two-finger swipe gesture differ in how the two fingers move relative to each other, instead of the specific trajectories that the fingers travel. Recognizing these gestures require different methods than those used to recognize finger trajectories. Many developers use simple heuristics to differentiate different finger motion, but such heuristics are often arbitrary, brittle, and difficult to extend and maintain.
Lastly, handling ambiguity between gestures is challenging. Two gestures can share a sequence of finger events, have similar finger motions, and have similar trajectories. For example, the two-finger rotate gesture and the two-finger swipe gesture share the same finger events through the second finger touching down, and their finger motions could be hard to distinguish when the fingers first start moving. To better handle such ambiguity, developers need to manage and update the possibility of each gesture upon each finger event and decide what actions to take when feedback is expected.

To address these challenges and help developers create and iterate upon gesture recognizers for their applications, this dissertation and extensive prior research investigate various gesture recognition tools. Such tools allow developers to more easily express what gestures they want to recognize and automatically produce reliable recognizers for developers to integrate with their applications.

1.2 BACKGROUND

This dissertation presents research in designing novel gesture tools that are both easy to use and can produce recognizers with strong recognition capabilities. Various gesture tools have been proposed in prior work. Before presenting an overview of the research contributions of this dissertation, I first discuss the background of research in touch gesture tools. I view the space of touch gesture tools from two perspectives: (1) the touch gestures supported by a tool and (2) the general approach that a tool takes toward creating recognizers for these gestures.

1.2.1 Gesture Categories

Existing touch gesture tools focus on two widely used gesture categories, symbolic gestures and multi-touch gestures.
Symbolic gestures refer to the gestures that are defined by their trajectories (e.g., a circle, an arrow, a spring, each character in an alphabet) [19,38,70]. They have been extensively studied and are just beginning to see broad adoption in everyday use.

Multi-touch gestures refer to gestures that are defined by their finger touch sequences and finger motions (e.g., two-finger rotate, five-finger pinch, one-finger double-tap) [22,42,43]. In contrast to the symbolic gestures, recognition algorithms and tool support for multi-touch gestures have been lacking.

The symbolic versus multi-touch categorization is also used in prior research. For example, Shumin et al. [72] introduce abstract versus analogue gestures that are similar to symbolic versus multi-touch gestures introduced here. Such categorization is based in the implementation needs of a recognizer and also implicitly appears in a wide variety of research [5,33,34,38,39,58,67,70]. There are also other taxonomies that consider gestures more from the interaction perspective. For example, Wobbrock et al. [69] offered a classification of surface gestures using the dimensions of form, nature, binding, and flow. They focus more on the nature of interaction with a gesture, such as whether response occurs after a gesture or during a gesture. Similarly, Morris et al. [45] categorize cooperative gestures among multiple people at a single interactive table according to their interaction forms. Such categorization helps designers understand the human-perceived gesture language to create better gesture sets.

Although different, the implementation and interaction perspectives offer complimentary insights to authoring touch gestures. This dissertation follows the implementation perspective, as it is more natural in discussing recognition tools. It also considers the interaction perspective to narrow down our technical focus such that we only consider meaningful gestures.
1.2.2 General Approaches to Creating Gesture Recognizers

There are two general approaches used in existing gesture recognition tools, the declaration-based approach and the demonstration-based approach.

The declaration-based approach allows developers to create a gesture recognizer by defining the gestures using a domain specific language [19, 33, 61]. For example, developers can define a symbolic arrow gesture by writing a script specifying four lines along with a set of geometric constraints. However, the need to use a new domain specific language adds to the learning curve. Furthermore, scripts can quickly become overly complex and writing a correct script for a gesture can be difficult.

In the demonstration-based approach, developers create a gesture recognizer by providing the tool with multiple examples for each gesture [38, 39, 59, 70]. From these examples, the tool uses machine learning to train a model to recognize different gestures. While the example-based approaches allow tools to be easy to learn and use, gesture developers can have a difficult time in reasoning and debugging the recognition performance.

However, demonstration and declaration are not completely inconsistent with each other. For example, Oblinger et al. [49] has combined the two approaches to generate better procedure model in the domain of software automation. However, such hybrid approaches have not been adequately explored in the context of gesture recognition tools.

1.3 Research Summary and Contributions

This dissertation contributes three gesture tools that explore new points in the design space of gesture recognition tools: using a demonstration-based approach for creating multi-touch gestures, enhancing a demonstration-based approach with interactive
declarative guidance for creating multi-touch gestures, and enhancing a demonstration-based approach with interactive declarative guidance for creating symbolic gestures.

Through these explorations, this dissertation demonstrates my thesis that enhancing demonstration-based recognition tools with support for interactive declarative guidance can provide developers with new forms of control over their learning systems, thereby preserving the low threshold of demonstration-based systems while raising the ceiling on their capabilities. In addition, this dissertation makes the following technical contributions.

- Techniques for enabling developers to create gesture recognizers using a combination of demonstration and declarative guidance, more specifically:
  - Techniques and architectural support for programming multi-touch gestures by demonstration such that developers can more easily demonstrate the desired gestures, test the created recognizer, and integrate the generated code into their application.
  - Techniques for declaring complex high-level behaviors in multi-touch gestures using a timeline visual and the video-editing metaphor. The supported behaviors include flexible transition, sequential composition, and parallel composition.
  - Techniques for enhancing example-based training with explicit gesture structures through rendering scripts and through introducing greater variation in training data using gesture synthesis.
- Algorithms for creating gesture recognizers from both gesture examples and interactive declarative guidance, more specifically:
  - Algorithms for (1) learning multi-touch gesture recognizers from demonstrated examples and (2) generating code for invoking
application-specific actions at application-defined points in the recognition of a gesture.

- Algorithms for learning multi-touch gesture recognizers and probabilistic event models from a combination of demonstrated examples and declared behaviors.
- Algorithms for (1) learning the primitive gesture parts declared in rendering scripts using a combination of gesture examples and feedback, (2) generating variation in training examples using the rendering scripts and the primitive gesture parts, and (3) learning a gesture recognizer from the gesture examples along with the rendering scripts and the primitive gesture parts.

1.4 DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION

This chapter has motivated the investigation of gesture recognition tools and provided a summary of my research and its contributions.

Chapter 2 presents related work, including a detailed examination of the design space of gesture recognition tools, existing research in the space, and how the work in this dissertation is related to that prior work. I also present a review of recognition algorithms for gestures and related research on interactive machine learning.

Chapter 3 discusses Gesture Coder, a tool for creating multi-touch gestures using a demonstration-based approach. It learns a model from labeled examples and generates code for integration. It supports a streamlined workflow and allows developers to independently work on different stages of the workflow.

Chapter 4 discusses Gesture Studio, another tool for creating multi-touch gestures. Gesture Studio raises the ceiling of Gesture Coder by supporting a larger set of gestures and smooth transitions between gestures. It combines demonstration and declaration by
adopting the video editing metaphor in its interaction design. Developers use the editor’s timeline visualization to provide more flexible guidance.

Chapter 5 discusses Gesture Script, a tool for developers to add symbolic unistroke gestures to their applications. It goes beyond prior work with better recognition performance and support for gesture structures. It enhances the demonstration-based approach with more explicit communication of gesture structure through rendering scripts. The rendering scripts can generate new gesture examples for addition to the training data and can specify the gesture attributes to be extracted during recognition.

To conclude, Chapter 6 summarizes the major contributions of this dissertation and discusses several opportunities for future work.
Chapter 2. Related Work

Extensive research has explored different perspectives on the design of gestures, opportunities for gestures in applications, methods for gesture recognition, and gesture recognition tools. The contributions of this dissertation focus on the design and implementation of gesture recognition tools, with a particular focus on enhancing demonstrations with interactive declarative guidance. This chapter therefore provides an overview of the research in five closely related areas. Section 2.1 discusses research on gesture taxonomies related to what touch gestures are supported by a recognition tool. Section 2.2 discusses existing touch gesture recognition tools. Section 2.3 summarizes this by illustrating the design space of touch gesture recognition tools, including those presented in this dissertation. Section 2.4 then reviews gesture recognition algorithms. Finally, Section 2.5 discusses methods for enhancing demonstrations with interactive declarative guidance in related domains.

2.1 Research on Gesture Taxonomies

This dissertation focuses on touch gestures using fingertips, and further categorizes them into symbolic gestures and multi-touch gestures. Our same definitions of touch gestures and their categorization are also used in other work [28,50,72]. For example, Shumin et al. [72] define stroke gestures as “the movement trajectories of a user’s finger or stylus contact points with a touch sensitive surface” or equivalently as “a time-ordered sequence of two-dimensional (x, y) points.” Similar to our symbolic versus multi-touch categorization, Shumin et al. also introduce an "analogue-abstract" dimension and an "order of complexity" for gestures. Analogue gestures resemble physical effects of the real world while abstract gestures are arbitrary. They define order as zero for gestures without movement traces, one for gestures containing a single stroke,
and higher for gestures containing multiple strokes drawn either sequentially or in parallel.

The symbolic versus multi-touch categorization is also implicitly used in other touch gesture research. For example, corresponding to our definition of symbolic gestures, Rubine [58], Long et al. [39], and Li [38] use “gestures” to refer to unistroke gestures that are defined by the shapes of their trajectories. Anthony et al. [5] and Vatavu et al. [67] use “multistroke gestures” to refer to symbolic gestures containing multiple strokes. Kin et al. [33,34] use “multitouch gestures” to refer to multi-finger gestures that are defined by their finger sequences and individual finger movements.

The symbolic versus multi-touch categorization is primarily based on implementation needs, as the two categories require different recognition techniques. The recognition of symbolic gestures uses the shape of the gesture trajectories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxonomy of Surface Gestures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Form</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static pose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic pose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static pose and patch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic pose and patch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one-point touch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one-point path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Binding</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1. Taxonomy of surface gestures proposed in Wobbrock et al. [69]. The analysis is based on 1080 gestures elicited from their study participants.
[5,38,39,58,67,70], and the recognition of multi-touch gestures uses the finger touch sequences and movements [33,34,61].

In contrast, there are other taxonomies that consider gesture more from the interaction perspective. For example, Wobbrock et al. [69] examine single-person tabletop gestures by eliciting gestures from non-technical people. They categorize surface gestures using four dimensions shown in Table 2.1: form, nature, binding, and flow. They also consider hand poses that are not discussed in this dissertation. Morris et al. [45] categorize cooperative gestures among multiple people at a single interactive table using seven dimensions: symmetry, parallelism, proxemics distance, additivity, identity-awareness, number of people, and number of devices. These taxonomies are intended to provide guidance to designers creating gesture sets.

The implementation and interaction perspectives provide complementary insights for authoring touch gestures. While this dissertation discusses gestures and their tools from the implementation perspective, it also uses the interaction perspective to help narrow down its technical focus to only meaningful gestures.

2.2 Research on Touch Gesture Recognition Tools

Rubine’s GRANDMA [58] is one of the first tools to help developers create gesture recognizers. It supports symbolic unistroke gestures. Figure 2.1 shows its primary interface elements. Developers can create new gestures by providing examples for each class. GRANDMA trains a recognizer from the given gesture examples. In addition, it allows developers to attach event handlers.
Long et al. [39] present GDT, which is also a tool for symbolic unistroke gestures and is also based on Rubine’s recognition algorithm. It goes beyond GRANDMA by providing more information about the recognizer’s performance, such as the accuracy (see Figure 2.2). It generates tables and charts to help developers better understand the recognizer. For example, the confusion matrix shows what classes of gesture are
misclassified. The developer can then add more gesture examples accordingly to improve performance or choose different gestures that can be more easily recognized. Their experiment confirmed that gesture design is difficult and validated the importance of tools that are more active and provide more guidance of the design.

Despite the promised ease of these tools, they have not received wide adoption in practice. Creating symbolic unistroke gestures remains difficult for average developers. Instead of a tool, Wobbrock et al. [70] present the $1 gesture recognizer in the form of a concise piece of pseudo-code, which can be easily implemented in any procedural programming language. Developers still need to provide gesture examples in order to create a recognizer. The $1 gesture recognizer uses a template-based learning method. Each example becomes a template and an input gesture will be normalized and matched against all templates. The closest template becomes the recognized class. Due to its simplicity, it has been popular in touch gesture research and among application developers. Li’s Protractor [38] improves on $1 recognizer’s accuracy and speed by using a closed-form template matching algorithm. Anthony et al. [5] and Vatavu et al. [67] extend the gesture set to include multi-stroke gestures.

LADDER [19] is a tool for recognizing sketched symbols. From an algorithmic perspective, symbolic gestures are largely the same as sketched symbols. LADDER differs from the tools above, as it does not create recognizers from gesture examples. Rather, a developer writes a LADDER script to define each gesture. A LADDER script for a gesture usually consists of a list of primitive shapes, such as line and arc, together with a set of geometric constraints among those shapes. An example script is shown in Figure 2.3. Although LADDER removes concerns about the quality of gesture examples, it presents its own interaction challenges. It requires developers to learn a new domain language. Gestures that include custom non-primitive shapes are difficult to define. The
readability of LADDER scripts is also low. Moreover, it is hard to write a precise or even correct script. Developers tend to miss necessary constraints or include unnecessary constraints. Hammond et al. [20] developed an interactive tool to support debugging LADDER scripts.

In contrast to extensive prior research in symbolic gestures, multi-touch gestures have only recently started to receive attention. This is partially due to the increasing popularity of multi-touch devices.

Researchers in the software engineering community have proposed formal language methods to address the challenges in programming multi-touch gestures [24,27,61]. Similar to LADDER for sketch symbols, such methods require developers to write a script to define gestures using a domain specific language. For example, Midas [61] proposes a language that includes a set of basic finger touch events and simple motions. As in LADDER, these scripts can be difficult to write and interpret. They are also limited when specifying gestures with custom motions.

Proton [33,34] is a tool that allows developers to define multi-touch gestures using regular expressions, where the alphabets in its regular language correspond to different finger events or motions. Unlike other systems that use declarative languages,
Proton includes a visual editor that allows developers to define a gesture by drawing the timeline of the finger events instead of directly writing a script. The visual form makes gesture definitions easier to author and interpret.

2.3 DESIGN SPACE OF GESTURE RECOGNITION TOOLS

The existing research we have discussed illustrates two distinct approaches to authoring touch gestures in a recognition tool: the demonstration-based approach and the declaration-based approach. The demonstration-based approach allows developers to create and test gestures by demonstrating gesture examples [39,58,70]. Such tools are easy to use. However, they require more work in collecting data and are harder to debug. The declaration-based approach allows developers to define each gesture using a declarative language [19,33,61]. Although such tools are easier to debug, they require that developers learn a new domain language, and they are less customizable.

Figure 2.4. Proton allows developers to create multi-touch gestures by defining them through regular expressions or gesture tablature.
In addition to these two approaches, this dissertation also examines a third hybrid approach: enhancing a demonstration-based approach with interactive declarative guidance. For example, our tool Gesture Script enhances a demonstration-based approach with rendering scripts that allow developers to specify structural information for each gesture.

Figure 2.5 illustrates the design space of touch gesture recognition tools, illustrated along the two dimensions that are discussed: the gesture categories a tool supported and the general approach it took. This illustration includes the three tools to be presented in this dissertation: Gesture Coder, Gesture Studio, and Gesture Script.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Multi-Touch Gestures</th>
<th>Symbolic Gestures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration-based</td>
<td>Gesture Coder [42]</td>
<td>GRANDMA [58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GDT [39] Quill [40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1 [70] Protractor [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$N [5] $P [67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration + Declaration</td>
<td>Gesture Studio [43]</td>
<td>Gesture Script [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declaration-based</td>
<td>Midas [61]</td>
<td>LADDER [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proton [33,34]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.5. The design space of touch gesture recognition tools, illustrated along the two dimensions that are discussed: the gesture categories a tool supported and the general approach it took. This illustration includes the three tools to be presented in this dissertation: Gesture Coder, Gesture Studio, and Gesture Script.
2.4 RESEARCH ON GESTURE, SKETCH, AND HANDWRITING RECOGNITION

This section reviews the related algorithms for recognizing touch gestures. It first reviews the recognition algorithms for symbolic gestures, and then reviews the recognition algorithms for multi-touch gestures.

From an algorithmic point of view, a symbolic gesture is largely the same as a sketched symbol [30,60] and has a lot in common with handwriting [66]. Many recognition algorithms can therefore be applied to all three types of input. Note that the volume of algorithms in this space is large and this review is not intended to be comprehensive. Instead, this review aims to show the wealth of methods that have been examined.

Among the many gesture recognition algorithms, learning-based algorithms are of significant popularity. These algorithms use machine learning methods to create a model from gesture examples and then recognize gestures using the model. Various machine learning methods have been studied, including linear methods, neural networks, Hidden Markov Models, and instance-based learning. For example, Rubine [58,59] uses 13 gesture features (e.g., the length and angle of the bounding box diagonal) and trains a linear classifier using LDA. Rubine’s method has gained popularity in HCI and is used in a variety of research [23,36,39,48]. Le Cun et al. [13] use neural networks to recognize offline handwritten digits. Graves at el. [18] recognize online handwriting text using recurrent neural networks. HMMs are also a popular method, used in sketch recognition [3,64] and in online gesture recognition [10].

Among the learning-based methods, template-based learning [5,38,67,70] has recently received much attention, mainly due to their ease of implementation and good performance. A template method uses a distance function to measure the distance between two gesture instances. At runtime, the distance function is used to match an
input gesture against the gesture examples in the training data (i.e., the templates). The nearest template indicates the gesture class for the input gesture.

The $1$ recognizer [70] is a well-known exemplar of the template-based learning method. For each gesture, the system resamples the gesture, rotates it by its indicative angle, and normalizes its scale. To compute the distance between two gestures, it checks all rotations of them and computes the minimum Euclidean distance between the corresponding touch points. Protractor [38] improves upon the $1$ recognizer by using a cosine distance between the two vectors of touch points. It enables a closed-form solution for aligning two gestures for minimum cosine distance, and it thus avoids the $1$ recognizer’s need to search for the optimal alignment. The $N$ recognizer [5] extends the $1$ recognizer to multi-stroke gestures by aligning the order of the strokes. The $P$ recognizer [67] takes a more image-based approach, ignoring temporal information and instead seeking to minimize Euclidean distance between matchings of the touch points in a gesture with those in a template.

Non-learning based methods have also been used for gesture recognition. LADDER [19] uses a rule-based method. Every shape is turned into a set of rules computed from its description. An input gesture is first parsed into primitive shapes, and then checked against all the rules to find a satisfied shape. SketchREAD [1] is another system that creates recognizers based on formal definitions. It dynamically constructs Bayesian networks based on shape descriptors, then uses them to track the probability distribution of hypotheses.

In contrast to the extensive work in symbolic gesture recognition, relatively little research has examined multi-touch gesture recognition. The current industry practice is still to manually implement the recognition logic (e.g., as in touch gesture recognition for Android 4.4 [4]). Some of those recognizers are then packaged into libraries and can be
reused by third party developers. However, this approach is error-prone, hard to scale, and hard to maintain.

Proton [33,34] uses finite state machines to track finger events and recognize multi-touch gestures. The finite state machines are constructed from the gesture definitions written by developers using regular expressions. There are three actions in Proton’s state machines: finger up (‘U’), finger down (‘D’), and finger move (‘M’). Each action can be associated with finger id and other properties (e.g. whether the target of a finger is a shape object or background).

2.5 Enhancing Demonstration with Interactive Declarative Guidance

Although a demonstration-based approach makes a tool easy to learn and use, the recognizer created by the tool might not be accurate enough for the task. In a pure demonstration-based approach, the developer's only option for improving the recognizer is to provide more examples, which is often inefficient and sometimes ineffective. Extensive research has explored methods to enable more effective feedback in such systems. Amershi [2] examines designing effective end-user interaction with machine learning and provides an overview of the research in employing interactive machine learning as a tool to help end-users accomplish domain specific tasks in various fields. This section provides a review of the methods for incorporating human guidance in learning from demonstrated examples.

One of the most common methods is to allow humans to interactively supply examples. For example, Fails and Olsen’s Crayons tool [15] creates pixel classifiers for image segmentation. A person can train the classifier by painting on an image with different crayons, thus creating positive and negative examples from the painted pixels. The system learns from the labeled pixels, updates its model, and then displays the
updated segmentation by highlighting the recognized regions in the original image. Iteratively, the person paints over the image to correct the misclassified regions and update the classifier until satisfied. Crayons supports rapid iteration through fast feedback and an intuitive interface for labeling data. Cueflik [16] enables people to quickly create customized concept for ranking image search results. A person can create a concept (e.g., “scenic” images) by iteratively selecting positive and negative example images from the results displayed by CueFlik. Ritter and Basu [57] present a system to help people quickly select multiple files. Their system learns a classifier from a few initial selected files and then uses it to automatically select additional files. A person can iteratively select and deselect files to update the classifier until the desired files are selected.

Some methods do not change training data. For example, ManiMatrix [29] allows people to provide direct feedback on the confusion matrix of a recognizer. A confusion matrix shows how many training examples of each gesture class are correctly or incorrectly classified as each gesture class. ManiMatrix allows a person to specify an increase or decrease in the value of a cell in a confusion matrix. The system then changes the cost function used in its learning method and re-trains a model to meet the specification.

Research in programming by demonstration focuses on learning how to automate tasks given demonstrations of those tasks. A programming by demonstration system often generates a human-readable program as the instructions for a computer to perform those tasks. This allows direct modification of those programs. For example, Lau et al.’s SMARTedit [37] learns a program for performing text edits from demonstrations of those edits. Their system generalizes from multiple demonstrations. It also allows people to view and modify the learned program directly. Oblinger et al. [49] proposes the augmentation-based learning approach, in which the learning step considers both
demonstrations of the task and prior interactive modification to the learned program. Interactive modifications to the learned program are implemented through a structured editor and interpreted as additional constraints on the hypothesis space. Chen and Weld’s CHINLE [12] learns a program for automating graphical interface tasks from demonstrations. CHINLE allows a person to (1) remove steps from demonstrations and (2) remove or emphasize hypotheses. Both edits are then used to re-train the procedure model.

Like these systems, our work on Gesture Studio includes interactive feedback using training examples. A person can annotate the structure of an example from the timeline visual of each gesture. The annotation is then fed into the system for generalization or additional constraints. Our work on Gesture Script includes interactive feedback using rendering scripts. A person can specify the structure of a gesture in a rendering script along with the demonstrated examples. Both the rendering scripts and demonstrations are used in learning the recognizer.
Chapter 3. Gesture Coder: Programming Multi-Touch Gestures by Demonstration

3.1 INTRODUCTION

An increasing number of modern devices are equipped with multi-touch capabilities. These range from small consumer gadgets (e.g., mp3 players [8], mobile phones [17], tablets [47]) to large interactive surfaces (e.g., tabletops [44], wall-size displays [55]). Multi-touch gestures come in a wide variety of forms used for a wide variety of actions. For example, a person might pinch with two fingers to zoom or swipe with two fingers to go forward or backward in a web browser [51]. As these examples imply, multi-touch gestures are intuitive, efficient, and often have physical metaphors. For example, *two-finger pinch-to-zoom* is analogous to the physical action of stretching a real world object using two fingers.

Multi-touch gestures are beginning to play an important role in modern interfaces, but they are often difficult to implement. The challenge lies in the complicated touch state resulting from multiple fingers and their simultaneous movements.

To program a set of multi-touch gestures, a developer must track each finger’s landing and movement. This often results in spaghetti code involving a large number of states. For example, it is nontrivial to develop simple touch behaviors in a note-taking application that features one-finger move-to-draw, two-finger pinch-to-zoom, and two-finger move-to-pan gestures. To decide when to draw on the screen, a developer must track (1) if more fingers land after the first finger touches the screen, and (2) if the amount of movement of the first finger is significant. Once the second finger lands, the developer must analyze the relative movement between the two fingers to determine if the person is pinching or panning. Our study shows that many experienced developers find it difficult and time-consuming to implement this kind of interaction.
Although substantial research has examined gesture recognition [70,71], these work is insufficient to address multi-touch gestures for two reasons. First, prior work is primarily concerned with classifying gestures based on their trajectories as generated by a single finger or stylus. In contrast, multi-touch gestures are produced with multiple fingers. The number of fingers involved and the relative spatial relationship among them are often more important than their absolute movement trajectories. Second, prior work largely treats gestures as a shortcut for triggering a discrete, one-shot action [7]. In contrast, a multi-touch gesture is often employed for direct manipulation that requires incremental and continuous feedback [65]. For example, when a person pinches to zoom, the target size must be continuously updated as the fingers slide, not just when the gesture ends. In other words, multi-touch gestures can comprise a series of repetitive movements.

Figure 3.1: Gesture Coder lets the developer easily add multi-touch gestures to an application by demonstrating them on a target device. In this figure, the developer is demonstrating a five-finger-pinches gesture on a tablet device connected to the Gesture Coder environment.
each of which might trigger an action. This demands more frequent communication between the gesture processing component and the application.

Several existing toolkits provide a set of built-in recognizers, each of which implements a common multi-touch gesture (e.g., a pinch recognizer [26]). However, this approach is limited because developers must still handle the low-level details of multi-touch input when creating custom gestures. Also, there is little support for handling the coexistence of multiple gestures. To do so, developers must combine multiple recognizers manually and resolve potential ambiguity. Gesture specification languages such as [24] attempt to keep developers from the programming details, but they require learning a new language and can be too complicated to be practical.

This chapter describes Gesture Coder, a tool for programming multi-touch gestures by demonstration. Instead of writing code or specifying the logic for handling multi-touch gestures, a developer can demonstrate gestures on a multi-touch device, such as a tablet (see Figure 3.1). Given a few sample gestures from the developer, Gesture Coder automatically generates modifiable code that detects intended multi-touch gestures and provides callbacks for invoking application actions. Developers can easily test the generated code in Gesture Coder and refine it by adding more examples. Once developers are satisfied with the code’s performance, they can easily integrate it into their application.

In the rest of this chapter, we first provide a walkthrough of Gesture Coder using a running example. We then examine the intrinsic properties of multi-touch gestures from which we derived a conceptualization of this type of gestures. We next present the algorithms for learning from examples and generating the code to recognize multi-touch gestures. We then move to our evaluation of Gesture Coder’s learning performance and usability. We conclude the chapter with a discussion of Gesture Coder’s limitations.
3.2 USING GESTURE CODER: AN EXAMPLE

To describe how developers can create multi-touch interactions using Gesture Coder, we use the context of a hypothetical, but typical, development project. The project description is based on our current implementation of Gesture Coder as an Eclipse plug-in compatible with the Android platform [4]. Developers can invoke Gesture Coder and leverage the generated code without leaving their Android project in Eclipse. Although Gesture Coder’s current implementation is tied to a specific platform, its general approach is applicable to any programming environment and platform that supports multi-touch input.
Assume a developer, Ann, wants to implement multi-touch interactions as part of her drawing application for a tablet device. The application should allow a person to draw with one finger, pan the drawing canvas with two fingers moving together, and zoom with two fingers pinching. In addition, panning and zooming should be mutually exclusive (i.e., only one can be active at a time). These are typical interactions for a multi-touch drawing application [9].

3.2.1 Demonstrating Gestures on a Multi-Touch Device

Ann first connects a multi-touch tablet to her laptop, where she conducts the programming work via a USB cable. She then adds a Gesture Coder file to her project using Eclipse’s Project Explorer, which opens the Gesture Coder environment (see Figure 3.2). In the background, Gesture Coder remotely launches a touch sampling application on the connected device and establishes a socket connection with it. The touch sampling application captures touch events on the tablet and sends them to Gesture Coder.

To add examples of multi-touch gestures, Ann clicks on the Add button in the Gesture Coder toolbar (see Figure 3.2.2). This brings up the Demonstration window, which visualizes multi-touch events that the developer produces on the tablet in real time. They appear as gradient-yellow traces, similar to each example in the Gesture Collection view (see Figure 3.2.3). The traces serve to verify if the gesture has been performed correctly. The developer can then name the gesture example and add it to the collection of examples, which are portrayed as thumbnails. Hovering over the thumbnail brings up the Play and Delete buttons. When the developer clicks on the Play button, Gesture Coder animates the trace in real time, essentially providing a playback of the captured example.
In our hypothetical project, Ann adds examples of five gesture types: Draw, Pan, Zoom, Undo, and Redo.

### 3.2.2 Testing the Generated Recognizer Anytime

After adding a few examples, Ann wants to determine whether Gesture Coder can detect these gestures correctly. She begins this process by clicking on the Test Run button in the Gesture Coder toolbar. This brings up the Test window (see Figure 3.3). Similar to demonstrating an example, the Test window visualizes simultaneous finger movements as Ann performs a multi-touch gesture on the connected tablet.

As Ann tries different gestures, the Test window displays recognition results in real time in its console. This includes the gesture type, its state, and the probability distribution of all the target gesture types. Ann can then verify if Gesture Coder has correctly recognized her gesture.

If Ann finds that Gesture Coder has incorrectly recognized the gesture that she just performed, she can correct the error without leaving the Test window. She simply...
Once Ann is satisfied with the recognition results, she clicks on the Export button from the Gesture Coder toolbar. This exports the recognizer as a Java class in Ann’s drawing application project.

To use the generated class MultiTouchRecognizer (see Figure 3.4), Ann first instantiates a recognizer object from it and lets the recognizer handle all the low-level touch events received by the multitouchUI, a View object in Android. The recognizer class takes low-level touch events and invokes an appropriate callback. It encapsulates the details of recognizing and tracking the state transition of each gesture.

Similar to Apple iOS’s touch framework, the lifecycle of a gesture in Gesture Coder can involve six stages: Possible, Failed, Began, Changed, Cancelled, and Ended. A developer can add a callback for each gesture stage, and it will be invoked when the stage becomes active.
Every gesture starts as Possible when input starts (i.e., when the first finger lands). A gesture is Failed when it can no longer be a possible match with the input. A gesture is Began when it becomes recognized and Changed whenever there is a new touch event while the gesture remains recognized. A recognized gesture is Cancelled when it no longer matches the input or Finished when the input has finished.

3.3 Supported Gestures

We here form a conceptualization of multi-touch gestures, which defines the scope of our work and serves as a basis for our learning algorithms. Apple introduced a definition of multi-touch gestures [14]: “comprising a chord and a motion associated with the chord, wherein a chord comprises a predetermined number of hand parts in a predetermined configuration.” This definition effectively captures many existing multi-touch gestures. However, it has two shortcomings.

First, the definition does not clarify what motion can be associated with the fingers (with the chord). By analyzing existing gestures, we found the absolute trajectories of the fingers often do not matter, but the change of the spatial relationship between the fingers usually does. For example, the two-finger pinching gesture is determined solely on the basis of whether the distance between the two fingers has changed. Although this definition does not preclude associating complicated trajectories with each finger, we have not seen such gestures. In fact, when multiple fingers must move in a coordinated fashion, the type of motion that a finger can perform is fundamentally bounded by a physical limitation of the human hand. In addition, because these gestures are used primarily for direct manipulation, they often consist of a sequence of repetitive motions, which generate incremental changes of the same nature.
The second shortcoming is that the definition leaves out gestures that have multiple finger configurations (i.e., multiple chords). This includes fundamental gestures, such as double-tap. Although only a few cases of multi-touch gestures have *multiple finger configurations*, we argue that these emerging gestures can be useful. Using different finger configurations can effectively indicate a mode switch, which is an important problem in modern interfaces. In addition, even a gesture defined for a single-finger configuration can incur multiple finger configurations during interaction. For example, imperfect finger coordination can cause the number of fingers sensed during a two-finger pinch gestures to begin as 1, then become 2, then return to 1.

As a result, we propose a new framing for multi-touch gestures based on the previous definition:

**Definition.** A multi-touch gesture consists of a sequence of finger configuration changes, and each finger configuration might produce a series of repetitive motions. A motion is repetitive when any of its segments trigger the same type of action as its whole.

In Gesture Coder, a *finger configuration* primarily refers to the number of fingers landed and their landing orders. A *motion* refers to the continuous finger movement. In the next section, we discuss how this framing enables Gesture Coder to learn recognizers from a small number of examples.

### 3.4 Algorithms

In this section, we discuss the underlying algorithms that enable Gesture Coder to generate a gesture recognizer from a set of examples. We first derive a generic computational model for detecting multi-touch gestures, and then discuss how to automatically create such a model for a specific set of gestures by learning from a collection of examples.
### 3.4.1 Deriving a Computational Model for Detecting Gestures

Based on our conceptualization, a multi-touch gesture involves a sequence of finger configurations where each configuration might have a continuous motion associated with the fingers. Gestures are differentiated by variation in their finger configuration sequence and the motion associated with each configuration. Given a set of multi-touch gestures, their sequences are well represented by a state machine, which takes primitive touch events and triggers application actions associated with each state transition.

**State Transitions Based on Finger Configurations**

A finger configuration determines what motion can be performed. As a result, we treat each configuration as a state, with the landing or lifting of a finger triggering the transition from one state to another.

If we use the order of a finger touching the screen to represent the finger, we can represent each finger configuration as a set of numbers. We can then describe the possible transitions for a two-finger-tap gesture as two sequences:

\[
\begin{align*}
\emptyset & \rightarrow^1 \{1\} \rightarrow^2 \{1, 2\} \rightarrow^1 \{\} \\
\emptyset & \rightarrow^1 \{1\} \rightarrow^2 \{1, 2\} \rightarrow^1 \{2\} \rightarrow^2 \{\},
\end{align*}
\]

depending on which finger first lifts up (see Figure 3.5a). In our representation, \(+i\) and \(−i\) denote the landing and lifting of the \(i^{th}\) finger. We assume without loss of generality that no two events will occur at exactly the same time. Otherwise, we can always treat them as two sequential events with the same timestamp.

Multiple gestures can be captured in the same state machine. For example, the state machine in Figure 3.5b captures both one-finger-tap and two-finger-tap gestures, denoted as T1 and T2 respectively. Each state corresponds to a set of possible gestures when the state is reached (e.g., both T1 and T2 are possible at the beginning).
So far, we have addressed only gestures that are not concerned with time and motions. However, many gestures contain motions (e.g., two-finger-pinch), while others rely on timing (e.g., press-and-hold).

To represent timing and motion in gestures, we introduce two event types in addition to finger landing and lifting. The Move event occurs when the fingers start noticeable movement. The Timeout event takes place when the fingers have remained static for more than a specific period. For example, the two-finger-pinch gesture can have a transition sequence:

Figure 3.5: State machines that recognize (a) two-finger tap; (b) one-finger tap and two-finger tap; (c) double-tap; (d) T1: tap with one finger; T2: tap with two fingers; DT: double-tap; H: press-n-hold; P: two-finger move (to pan); and Z: two-finger pinch (to zoom).

State Transitions Based on Motions and Timeouts

So far, we have addressed only gestures that are not concerned with time and motions. However, many gestures contain motions (e.g., two-finger-pinch), while others rely on timing (e.g., press-and-hold).

To represent timing and motion in gestures, we introduce two event types in addition to finger landing and lifting. The Move event occurs when the fingers start noticeable movement. The Timeout event takes place when the fingers have remained static for more than a specific period. For example, the two-finger-pinch gesture can have a transition sequence:
Similarly, the press-and-hold gesture can have the sequence:

\[
\{\} \rightarrow ^{+1} \{1\} \rightarrow ^{+2} \{1, 2\} \rightarrow ^{\text{move}} \{1, 2\} \rightarrow ^{-2} \{1\} \rightarrow ^{-1} \{\}
\]

As the latter sequence indicates, the Timeout event takes a parameter to specify the duration. A Timeout event can also invalidate a gesture. Figure 3.5c shows that the double-tap gesture will not be recognized if the time interval between two taps is longer than a specified time window.

Figure 3.5d shows a larger example, a state machine that enumerates all the possible transitions of a set of six gesture types: one-finger tap, two-finger tap, one-finger press-and-hold, one-finger double-tap, two-finger move (e.g., to pan), and a two-finger pinch (e.g., to zoom). When two gestures have the same event sequence, they are indistinguishable if we rely only on their event sequence (e.g., the panning and zooming gestures in Figure 3.5d). In this case, we must look at the difference of motions under each finger configuration. For example, at the two-finger state, if the observed motion satisfies one of the two-finger gestures when a Move event occurs, a corresponding state transition takes place.

In figure 3.5d, the state machine transitions to zooming if the distance between two fingers varies more than a certain threshold, or to panning if the centroid of the two fingers travels over a certain distance. Because only one gesture can be active at a time, the one that is satisfied first is activated. Consequently, the result of motion detection can condition a state transition.

**Consistency with Existing Implementation Practice**

Our model is a generalization of the current practice for implementing multi-touch gestures. We analyzed the implementation of several typical multi-touch
interaction behaviors, such as pinching to zoom and moving to pan. Developers tend to implement these using a large number of hierarchical, conditional clauses to track states and trigger transitions (e.g., the If-Then-Else statements).

It is time-consuming and error-prone to implement such a model manually, an assertion that we confirmed in our study. When we asked highly experienced programmers to implement multi-touch interactions, many could not capture these behaviors in the required time (45 minutes in our study). These results argue strongly for the need for a tool like Gesture Coder, which automatically learns such a model from gesture examples.

3.4.2 Automatically Learning the Model from Examples

Our learning algorithm consists of two stages: (1) learning a state machine that is based on the event sequences in the examples (e.g., a series of finger configuration changes), and (2) resolving the ambiguity in the learned state machine using motion differences. The second stage involves preprocessing motion to remove noise (e.g., a low-pass filter), then learning one or multiple decision trees.

*Learning a Coarse State Machine from Event Sequences*

This stage establishes the state machine’s skeleton by identifying the transitions triggered by events such as finger configuration changes. An example multi-touch gesture consists of a sequence of discrete events. For example, Figure 3.6b denotes Zoom as two fingers touching the screen, a series of Move events, and finally the two fingers lifting. The nature of learning in this stage is to automatically create a state machine that can model event sequences of target gesture examples.

Our learning process begins by seeding the hypothetical state machine with a single node that serves as the starting state (see Figure 3.6d). It then iteratively applies the
state machine to each training example, expanding states, and transitions if the machine fails to capture the example.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the learning process for a state machine that can detect three gestures: one-finger move to draw, two-finger pinch to zoom, and two-finger move to pan. The learning algorithm adds each example gesture by following a path through the existing state machine that corresponds to the example's state sequence. If the state machine cannot fully absorb the sequence, it expands accordingly.

Starting from Figure 3.6d's state machine containing only a start node, we first add the Draw example. The start node matches, but the state machine must expand to accommodate the rest of our Draw example's event sequence. Note sequences of events of the same type are generalized as a single loop transition (e.g., the sequence of Move events in our Draw example). This gives Figure 3.6e, to which we then add our Zoom example. The presence of a two-finger configuration in Zoom requires expanding the state machine to that shown in Figure 3.6f.

Adding our Pan example does not further expand the state machine. Zoom and Pan have the same event sequence, so the existing state machine can fully absorb the event sequence. Figure 3.6g shows the result, with both Zoom and Pan associated with states following the two-finger configuration. As a result, this state machine can distinguish Draw from either Zoom or Pan, but cannot model the difference between Zoom and Pan.
Because event sequences alone might be insufficient for modeling all the target gestures, our learning algorithm examines motions associated with each finger configuration to disambiguate gestures with the same event sequence. In the previous example, we identified the need to resolve the ambiguity in Figure 3.6g by determining if

Figure 3.6: An example of learning a state machine from gesture examples. (a)-(c) are the gesture examples. (d)-(h) are the intermediate state machines from expanding the previous state machine using one of the gesture examples.

Resolving Ambiguity by Learning Motion Decision Trees

Because event sequences alone might be insufficient for modeling all the target gestures, our learning algorithm examines motions associated with each finger configuration to disambiguate gestures with the same event sequence. In the previous example, we identified the need to resolve the ambiguity in Figure 3.6g by determining if
the motion is Zoom or Pan. We achieve this by training a classifier to differentiate the motion types, creating the state machine in Figure 3.6h.

We employ a binary decision tree [56], which takes finger motion and outputs a probability distribution over possible gestures. We chose this method partially because decision trees are easy to convert to code that the developer could modify if they desired.

Learning requires a significant number of training samples, but we have only a few examples of each gesture. Based on Definition 1, we can consider each Move in the motion series as primitive motion of the same type (e.g., each Move in the scaling motion is also a scaling). The motion’s repetitive nature offers an effective way to extract many training samples from a single example. For a motion containing a sequence of \( N \) segments, we acquire \( N \) samples instead of one. This makes our approach practical.

By analyzing existing multi-touch gestures, we identified an initial feature set for our decision tree learner. These include translation, rotation, and scaling. Translation is defined as the change of the centroid of multiple fingers along both X and Y axes. Rotation is defined as the average angular change of each finger relative to the centroid. Scaling is defined as the average change of the distance between each finger and the centroid. These constitute the feature vector for each sample.

To train a decision tree, we use the standard C4.5 algorithm [56] from the Weka toolkit [68]. During the training, we bound the depth of the decision tree to avoid overfitting. A learned decision tree outputs a probabilistic distribution of possible gestures upon each Move event occurrence.

### 3.4.3 Invoking Callbacks

In a traditional state machine, an action is often triggered when a transition takes place. We use this same approach to invoke callbacks during recognition.
There are six callbacks for each gesture, corresponding to the six stages previously discussed: Possible, Fail, Begin, Changed, Cancel, and End. When the arriving state has more than one available gesture, the state machine invokes the onPossible callbacks. For example, given a state \{D, Z\} in Figure 3.6, we invoke onPossible for both Draw and Zoom. When a gesture’s probability increases above a given threshold for the first time, its onBegan is invoked. Its onChanged is invoked thereafter as long as its probability remains above the threshold.

If a gesture becomes unavailable in the arriving state, there are three situations. If the gesture’s onBegan has never been invoked, the gesture’s onFailed will be invoked. If the arriving state is an end state, its onEnded will be invoked. Otherwise, onCancelled will be invoked.

3.4.4 Generating Code

After we learn the state machine as well as the decision trees for evaluating conditions on Move transitions, it is straightforward to transform the learned model into executable code. We briefly discuss the process of generating Java source code, but note that a similar approach could be applied for any target deployment environment.

The first step is to encode the states into integers. The transitions are then translated into a function that takes a state and a touch event and returns a new state. This function consists of a large Switch-Case statement. Each entry of the Switch-Case statement corresponds to one state in the state machine. The possible gestures under each state are represented as arrays, which update their probability distribution after each transition. Decision trees are translated into If-Then-Else statements.

This code needs to be re-generated every time when the state machine has changed (e.g., when developers retrain a model with more training data). However,
developers will not need to change their application as long as the gesture names remain the same. This is because the generated code is integrated with the application through the pre-defined callbacks.

3.5 Validation

We evaluated both the performance and usability of Gesture Coder. We analyzed performance in terms of recognition accuracy and recognition speed using a set of gestures collected from people in a public setting. We investigated usability through a laboratory study with eight professional programmers.

3.5.1 Evaluating Gesture Recognition Performance

To evaluate Gesture Coder’s recognition performance, we collected 720 gesture examples from 12 participants at a cafe. These participants were passers-by whom experimenters recruited on the scene, including three children who wanted to play with the tablet, three elders who have never used multi-touch devices, and two foreign tourists seeking a translator. The experimenters asked each participant to perform four times for each of a set of 15 target gestures that we selected from a set of existing multi-touch gestures (see Table 3.1). Data was collected on a Motorola Xoom Multi-Touch Tablet running Android 3.0 (10.1 inch capacitive screen with 1280x800 resolution and 160dpi). During data collection, the tablet remained blank. The touch traces displayed on a laptop connected to the tablet through a USB cable.

The experimenter explained all the gestures to participants before the actual tasks, and prompted the participants for each gesture. Because no application was associated with these gestures, the experimenters gave participants more specific instructions such as “scroll to the left” rather than just “scroll”.
Our goal was to examine how the accuracy of our recognition algorithm changes with the number of available training examples and the number of target classes of gesture to recognize. Increasing the number of training examples should improve performance. Conversely, increasing the number of classes of gesture can be expected to make the recognition problem more difficult. Our experimentation was based on the following procedure.

We randomly selected \( k \) different target gestures from the set in Table 3.1, which vary in their recognition complexity. Based on our data, \( k \) was varied from 2 to 15, where the 2-gesture case is the simplest and the 15-gesture case the hardest. For each value of \( k \), we repeated sampling of a random gesture set 100 times and report the average.

Given a set of \( k \) gestures, we conducted a 12-fold cross validation across people. To simulate real system use, we trained on the data of 1 participant (i.e., analogous to the data provided by a developer) and tested on the data of the remaining 11 participants. Notice that our cross validation is different from a typical leave-one-out approach, which would train on 11 participants and test on the remaining 1. Our cross validation uses a more challenging learning condition intended to better correspond to real world usage.

Table 3.1: The 15 gestures used in evaluating Gesture Coder’s recognition performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. 1-Finger-Move</th>
<th>10. 2-Finger-Rotate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. 1-Finger-Tap</td>
<td>(CW or CCW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 1-Finger-DoubleTap</td>
<td>11. 2-Finger-Swipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 1-Finger-TripleTap</td>
<td>(up, down, left, or right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 1-Finger-Hold</td>
<td>12. 4-Finger-Vertical-Swipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 1-Finger-Hold-And-Move</td>
<td>(up or down)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 1-Finger-Swipe</td>
<td>13. 4-Finger-Horizontal-Swipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(up, down, left, or right)</td>
<td>(left or right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. 2-Finger-Move</td>
<td>14. 5-Finger-Rotate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. 2-Finger-Pinch</td>
<td>(CW or CCW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(scale up or down)</td>
<td>15. 5-Finger-Pinch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(scale up or down)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Given the gestures from our participant selected as the developer, we varied $m$ from 1 to 4, controlling the number of examples of each gesture available for training. We then used a trained model to recognize all the gesture examples from the 11 participants. Figure 3.7 shows the average accuracy with $m$ from 1 to 4 and $k$ from 2 to 15.

Overall, our algorithm was effective and achieved over 90% accuracy for simple cases where only two classes of gestures to be recognized. When there were four classes of gesture, a common scenario in many existing multi-touch applications, our algorithm achieved about 80% accuracy. The results largely confirmed our hypotheses. When the number of target gesture classes increases, accuracy decreases (see Figure 3.7). However, performance soon became stable and did not drop further with the addition of more gesture classes.

Figure 3.7: The accuracy varies as the number of training sample and the complexity of recognition task changes.
The level of accuracy achieved is reasonable for rapid prototyping but seems unsatisfactory for production use. This experiment allowed us to quickly examine the learning algorithm at a large scale. However, it in fact underestimated the performance that Gesture Coder would achieve in real use. In actual product development, a professional developer would provide examples, which would yield much higher quality training data than what we acquired in the cafe. In addition, a developer will have the opportunity to refine recognition iteratively with demonstration and testing in Gesture Coder. In our cross validation, poor quality training data could seriously hurt the recognition rates. By playing back some of the collected traces, we found messy and incorrect samples from several participants.

We expect improved recognition rates with larger amounts of higher quality training data, which is often available in an iterative development-testing process. Figure 3.7 already shows such a trend that recognition rates improved when more examples became available.

We evaluated speed under the most complex condition (i.e., 4 examples for each of 15 gesture classes). The average training time was 28ms, and the average prediction time was 0.1ms. We obtained the performance data on a MacBook Pro with Quad-Core Intel Core-i7 2.0GHz CPU and 8GB RAM.

3.5.2 Laboratory Study

To evaluate the Gesture Coder’s usefulness and usability, we compared it with a baseline condition in which developers implement multi-touch interactions based on touch events dispatched by the platform. We chose not to use an existing toolkit as a baseline condition for several reasons. Most existing toolkits provide built-in recognizers for a limited set of predefined gestures. When the toolkit does not support a gesture, a
developer must start from scratch and work with raw touch input. Existing toolkits are
designed such that each predefined gesture has its own built-in recognizer. When
working with multiple gestures, the developer must manually combine the output of each
individual recognizer.

We conducted a laboratory study with 8 professional programmers (all males,
aged from 20 to 50 with a mean of 30). All the participants were familiar with the Java
programming language, the Eclipse environment, and the Android platform. They had
varied experience in programming touch interactions. Two had multi-touch experience,
five had programmed only single-touch interaction, and one hand never programmed
touch interaction.

Study Setup

We asked each participant to implement a realistic application using Eclipse with
and without Gesture Coder. We grouped the participants according to task. Participants
in the first group had to implement a Drawing application for tablets. Participants in the
second group were assigned a Map navigation application for mobile phones. Our goal
was to examine both conditions with two multi-touch applications that represent a set of
typical multi-touch interaction behaviors but are also small enough to be feasible for a
laboratory study.

The Drawing application requires five gesture behaviors: one-finger move to
draw, two-finger move to pan, two-finger pinch to zoom, three-finger leftward swipe to
undo, and rightward swipe to redo. The Map application requires five gesture behaviors:
one-finger move to pan, one-finger double-tap to zoom in 2x, one-finger triple-tap to
zoom out 2x, two-finger pinch to zoom the map continuously, and two-finger vertical
move to tilt the viewing angle. We instructed the participants not to worry about ideal
solutions and corner cases, but to implement a solution that they considered good enough for a demonstration.

We implemented the skeleton code for each application as an Eclipse Android project, which includes all the application logic (e.g., rendering the map at a certain scale). Participants therefore only needed to implement gesture detection and invoke corresponding application logic. The participants had to integrate their gesture recognition code with the skeleton code via exposed methods. These methods were designed in such a way that participants needed to pass only simple parameters (e.g., finger locations).

We gave participants a tutorial on the tools that they could use in each condition and then asked them to do a warm-up task. After a participant became comfortable with the condition, we demonstrated the application to be implemented and clarified the gestures involved in the application and the methods exposed by the skeleton code. We then let the participants work on the task for 45 minutes as we observed their screen from a different monitor.

**Results**

All the participants finished their tasks using Gesture Coder within a mean of 20 minutes (std=6). However, none of the participants could complete the task within 45 minutes in the baseline condition.

After the study, we asked participants to answer a questionnaire about Gesture Coder’s usefulness and usability using a 5-point Likert. Participants overwhelmingly thought Gesture Coder was useful (seven Strongly Agreed) and easy to use (six Strongly Agreed). In contrast, all participants responded negatively to the baseline condition.
We observed that participants tended to implement the gestures incrementally in the baseline condition. For example, they first implemented a one-finger-move gesture and then tested it before moving to the next gesture. This meant they needed to constantly come back to modify the previously implemented gestures. In contrast, with Gesture Coder, participants tended to demonstrate all the gestures at once and then test the performance. Interestingly, when integrating the generated code with the skeleton code, they tended to handle one gesture at a time. But they never had to come back to modify previously implemented gesture behaviors. One participant noted that Gesture Coder is “much more scalable.” In the baseline condition, participants all did heavy debugging using console output that they injected in their code to verify gesture behaviors. In contrast, participants using Gesture Coder relied primarily on its more efficient testing support. All the participants strongly agreed that the ability to test at any time is useful.

Two participants were confused about how to demonstrate arbitrary movement. One commented “it took me awhile to wrap my head around arbitrary gestures like single-finger panning.” Such confusion was partially due to our insufficient explanation of Gesture Coder during the study. For this special case, explicit specification of an unconstrained motion could be more efficient than demonstration.

3.6 DISCUSSION

Although Gesture Coder is easy to use, it is still very limited in the capabilities of the recognizers that it can create. The accuracies reported in our validation section are probably good enough for prototyping (e.g., 75% accuracy for 6 gestures). However, they are not sufficient for product usage. One way to improve the accuracies is to demonstrate more gesture examples. One challenge is that the number of the possible different finger event sequences of a gesture is large, especially when the number of fingers increases.
This results in a much larger space of state machines that requires much more training data.

Moreover, although demonstrations are good for learning the low-level details of a gesture, they are ineffective in revealing many high-level properties. For example, in a hold-and-draw gesture (as in Figure 3.8), one finger pauses on the screen while the other finger moves. Such asymmetric structure is hard for a general learning system to infer from just demonstration. Thus, in Gesture Coder, the hold-and-draw gesture can be easily confused with 2-finger-rotate gesture. The possible transitions between gestures are also not included in individual demonstrations. Gesture Coder therefore cannot determine whether a person needs to lift all fingers between gestures or if they should instead be able to fluidly change between gestures. However fluid transitions are often necessary in touch interactions [22].

Figure 3.8. Hold-and-Draw gesture can be easily confused with 2-finger-rotate or 2-finer-pinch.
Chapter 4. Gesture Studio: Authoring Multi-Touch Interactions through Demonstration and Declarative Guidance

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Gesture Coder allows developers to program multi-touch gestures by directly demonstrating them on a touch-sensitive device. It learns from the demonstrated examples and generates source code that developers can directly incorporate in their own applications to handle these gestures. Although its ease of creating primitive multi-touch gestures is promising, such an approach is limited in describing high-level behaviors. For example, in a multi-touch drawing pad, a person might use one finger to pan or might instead use it to hold the canvas so that a second finger can draw. This compound behavior involves two individual gestures, with each invoking a different action (i.e., panning or drawing). One is also conditioned on the other, in that drawing can only happen after the panning finger is in place. These high-level behaviors are difficult to learn from the limited examples given by the developer.

In contrast, a declaration-based approach hides programming details by allowing a developer to describe interaction behaviors using a high-level specification language. Several tools have been developed for creating multi-touch gestures using declaration [32,33,34,61]. In particular, Proton [33,34] allows developers to program multi-touch gestures using regular expressions to describe basic finger actions (i.e., up, down, move). A declaration-based approach can be effective as it allows a developer to directly inform the system of an intended behavior. However, it can become slow and inefficient when a behavior is difficult to describe or when an interaction behavior becomes complicated.

This chapter presents Gesture Studio, which combines the strengths of both demonstration-based and declaration-based approaches (see Figure 4.1). It allows a developer to demonstrate individual gestures in a manner similar to Gesture Coder.
However, it also allows a developer to explicitly inform the system of high-level behaviors. For example, a developer could allow drawing right after a panning gesture.

Gesture Studio unifies both demonstration and declaration in a single tool through a novel video-editing metaphor (see Figure 4.2). A developer can demonstrate a gesture (analogous to recording a video clip), revise the demonstration (analogous to cutting a clip), compose high-level, compound behaviors by assembling demonstrated gestures on a timeline (analogous to composing a video), and attach callback actions (analogous to mixing audio). Gesture Studio treats each gesture in a manner similar to a video clip, which can be replayed and composed.

Each gesture has a timeline that allows a developer to revise a demonstrated gesture, assemble individual gestures into a compound gesture, specify properties such as time constraints, and attach event callbacks. Developers can test these gestures in Gesture Studio.
Studio and export source code to integrate these multi-touch behaviors with their application.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first discuss how a developer would use Gesture Studio to create rich touch-based interaction behaviors. We then discuss the type of touch behaviors we address. Third, we elaborate on our algorithms for learning a probabilistic event model and touch motion recognizers from the examples given by the developer. Next, we report on a study with Gesture Studio. We conclude the chapter with a discussion of the limitations.

4.2 Gesture Studio: An Example

To describe how a developer can create multi-touch interactions using Gesture Studio, assume Ann wants to implement a multi-touch application that allows a person to design a room layout by moving and resizing objects in the scene. The application should allow the person to 1) select and move an individual object with one finger, 2) zoom the entire scene with two-finger pinching, 3) rotate the scene with two-finger rotating, 4) resize an object with one-finger selecting the object and two-other-finger pinching, and 5) rotate an object with one-finger selecting the object and two-other-finger rotating. Panning and zooming should be mutually exclusive. In other words, only one can be active at a time to avoid unintended changes to the scene or the object being manipulated.

Our description is based on the current implementation of Gesture Studio for the Android platform and the Eclipse development environment. However, our general approach is applicable to any programming environment and platform that supports multi-touch input.
Rather than implementing these interaction behaviors manually by writing code, Ann opens the Gesture Studio environment in her Eclipse project. Gesture Studio runs as a plugin in Eclipse and is embedded as part of the Eclipse interface, and consists of three major components (see Figure 4.2). The Gesture Bin at the top left contains a collection of gestures, which can be demonstrated, imported from other projects, or built-in. The Gesture Player, at the top right, displays the finger events and motion trajectories of a gesture while it is being recorded or replayed. The Timeline at the bottom presents temporal information about the selected gesture, as well as the relationships between multiple gestures involved in a compound behavior (e.g., parallelism, sequence).
4.2.1 Demonstrating Gestures on a Multi-Touch Device

Ann first uses a USB cable to connect a multi-touch tablet to her laptop where she develops the application. In the background, Gesture Studio remotely launches a touch sampling application on the connected device and establishes a socket connection with it. The touch sampling application, running on the tablet device, will capture touch events and send them to Gesture Studio.

To add an example of multi-touch gestures, Ann clicks on the Add button in the Gesture Studio toolbar (see Figure 4.2), which adds a new gesture to the Gesture Bin. Ann then gives the gesture a name, Rotate, by clicking and typing on its default name. To demonstrate what a Rotate gesture is, Ann clicks on the Record button in the Gesture Player view, and performs a two-finger rotation gesture on the connected tablet’s touchscreen.

As Ann performs the gesture, the Gesture Player visualizes finger landing and lifting as well as finger motion trajectories that Ann produces on the tablet in real time (see Figure 4.2). The traces allow Ann to verify if the gesture has been performed correctly. The demonstration is completed by clicking the Stop Recording button or after a timeout, and then it is added to the current gesture. Meanwhile, the Gesture Player returns to playback mode so that Ann can replay the recorded example.

A developer can demonstrate multiple examples for a gesture and navigate between examples by clicking on the Previous and Next buttons. In the Gesture Bin, gestures with multiple examples are visualized as a stack of clips (see Figure 4.2). To continue on Ann’s project, she adds examples for three gestures: one-finger Select/Move, two-finger Zoom, and two-finger Rotate.
4.2.2 Revising a Demonstration by Specifying Active Region

When a gesture example is selected, its touch sequence is visualized in the Timeline view as a *clip* (i.e., a rounded gray-colored rectangle). Each finger involved in the gesture example is visualized as a horizontal blue line in the clip. The start of a line corresponds to when a finger touches down and the end denotes when a finger lifts up.

A gesture example often involves multiple changes in the number of fingers on the touchscreen. Each such change is visualized as a vertical line in the clip, and these vertical lines divide the clip into multiple *segments*. In the case of a two-finger Zoom gesture, the number of fingers in a demonstration will transition from 0 to 1 to 2 and then back to 1 to 0. It is often a design choice of the developer to determine which segment of the sequence is important for a target gesture. The developer might want to include the 0 and 1-finger segments such that a person must lift all his fingers to finish the gesture. Alternatively, they might exclude the 0-finger segments so that a person can switch between gestures without needing to lift all fingers.

Gesture Studio uses *active regions* of demonstrations to allow developers to specify the segments of the finger sequence that are important to a target gesture. When the developer clicks on a gesture clip, its active region is marked by two vertical bars on the timeline ruler (see Figure 4.2). These two markers denote the beginning and end of the active region. By default, Gesture Studio automatically infers the active region by selecting segments that have significant time duration (e.g., only the 2-finger segment of Ann's rotate is included). The developer can change the default active region of an example by dragging these two markers to another change point on the timeline.

4.2.3 Composing Compound Interaction Behaviors

With the three basic gestures that Ann has demonstrated, Ann can now create the compound behaviors she needs. Similar to creating a basic gesture, Ann clicks on the
Add button in the Gesture Studio toolbar to create a gesture named Select-and-Rotate in the Gesture Bin.

Instead of using demonstration, Ann composes these target behaviors by reusing the basic gestures that she has demonstrated earlier. To do so, she drags the Select gesture from the Gesture Bin and drops it into the first track of the Timeline view. Then she drags the Rotate gesture into the second track. She then moves and resizes the Select and Rotate clips in the Timeline view. She arranges them such that: 1) the Select clip begins before the Rotate clip begins, and 2) the Select clips ends after the Rotate clip ends. This graphically declares the temporal constraints, in that an object can be rotated by two fingers only when it is already selected and remains selected by another finger. Similarly, Ann creates Select-and-Zoom using similar composition.

In addition to such parallel composition, Gesture Studio also supports specifying sequential composition. Gestures that can occur in parallel are placed on different tracks in the timeline. Gestures that must occur in sequence are placed on the same track.

4.2.4 Attaching Callback Actions on the Timeline

In Gesture Studio, callback actions can be attached to segments in clips on the timeline. A developer can choose to attach one or more callbacks to the beginning of the segment, the end of it, or to the entire duration of the segment (e.g., constantly zooming the scene as the fingers pan). The developer can also give the callback action a descriptive name (e.g., scaleSelectedObject, zoomScene). A callback action can also be attached for a timeout event since the beginning or end of a segment. A callback action is shown as an attachment on top of the corresponding segment in the timeline view (e.g., see scaleSelectedObject in Figure 4.2).
4.2.5 Testing the Generated Recognizer Anytime

After these target behaviors are demonstrated and composed, Ann wants to determine whether Gesture Studio can handle these gestures correctly. She begins this process by clicking on the Test Run button in the Gesture Studio’s toolbar. Similar to demonstrating an example, the Test window visualizes finger movements as Ann performs these multi-touch behaviors on the connected tablet.

As Ann tests different gestures, the Test window displays test results in real time in its Console. This includes the type, state, and probability distribution of all the target gesture types. The Console also shows any callback actions that are invoked. Ann can correct a misinterpreted behavior by adding more examples to a demonstrated gesture or by revising a composition. Once satisfied with the testing results, she clicks on the Export button from the Gesture Studio toolbar. This exports the source code for handling these target touch behaviors to Ann’s project.

4.2.6 Integrating into Developer Applications

To integrate the model from the previous section into a developer’s project, a developer lets Gesture Studio export the learned probabilistic state machine as source code. The developer can invoke application-specific actions in the callbacks that she has attached to a gesture segment in Gesture Studio. A callback is named according to the name given by the developer at the time of composition. The developer then adds the code for rotating an object in the callback (see Figure 4.3). Gesture Studio creates a gesture listener class for each gesture, and the developer-provided callbacks are added as methods on each gesture listener class.

A callback function passes a single parameter to developers, the GestureEvent object. Developers use this to access touch data related to the segment for which a callback is registered. A set of commonly used parameters are also provided in the event
object (e.g., changes in X and Y axes, rotation angles, scaling factors). Developers can easily apply these parameter values to performing application-specific actions. The `GestureEvent` object also provides the probabilities and rankings of current states. Developers can use this information to know when to perform the appropriate action, as seen in Figure 4.3.

A callback function can also signal the system in terms of how future events should be dispatched. A callback function can return one of the four possible values: CONTINUE, STOP, REMOVE_SELF, and ENGAGE. When CONTINUE is returned, the system will continue firing other callbacks determined by the current probabilistic distribution. When STOP is returned, the system will stop firing other callbacks in the list. When REMOVE_SELF is returned, the system will no longer fire this callback. When ENGAGE is returned, the system will only fire this callback in the future. These signals grant developers more control over the gesture behavior. For example, developers can decide whether a 1-finger swipe gesture can transition to a 1-finger pan gesture after a swipe motion is detected.

```java
recognizer = new MTRecognizer(this);
recognizer.addSelectAndZoomGesturePinchListener(new SelectAndZoomGestureListener() {
    @Override
    public void scaleSelectedObject(GestureEvent event) {
        if (event.rank == 1) {
            // zoom
            return GestureEvent.ENGAGE;
        }
        return super.scaleSelectedObject(event);
    }
});
```

Figure 4.3: An example code snippet for listening to the callback from the generated multi-touch model.
4.3 Supported Gestures

Prior work does not make the distinction between compound and basic gestures. Using a single approach, either demonstration or declaration, to address the entire range of touch gesture behaviors is difficult and inappropriate. The challenge is rooted in different characteristics of input that these two types of gesture behaviors aim to capture.

A basic gesture corresponds to a coherent motion with a set of fingers (e.g., pinching). Specifying a basic gesture based on these low-level events can be tedious, unintuitive, and intractable. However, a demonstration-based approach can efficiently capture these gestures by learning from examples. This is partially due to the large number of training samples obtained from the repetitive movements within the gesture.

In contrast, a compound gesture employs high-level constraints (e.g., the temporal relationships within a gesture like Select-and-Rotate). These high-level constraints are critical to the definition of a gesture and are often salient to the developer. However, since they often only appear once within each demonstration, they are hard to learn from a small number of examples. It is therefore more effective to allow the developer to directly specify such constraints.

Gesture Studio employs a combination of approaches to address basic and compound gestures and to integrate them to form rich interaction behaviors. We use a demonstration-based approach to create basic gestures and a declaration-based approach to compose compound gestures.

4.4 Algorithms

This section describes our algorithms for implementing Gesture Studio’s approaches to combining demonstration and declarative guidance. In particular, we (1) elaborate on how we derive a probabilistic state machine from the developer’s examples
and timeline compositions and (2) describe how we parameterize a learned probabilistic state machine for addressing finger ordering and mapping at runtime.

4.4.1 Probabilistic Event Models for Multi-Touch Behaviors

A multi-touch interaction behavior takes a sequence of touch events and invokes a set of intended actions. The central topic in handling multi-touch behaviors is to find an appropriate interpretation of touch event sequences that matches a person’s expectation. Unfortunately, such a process is often non-deterministic. A touch event sequence might have multiple interpretations and thus multiple application actions it might be appropriate to invoke. For example, when two fingers touch down, both zooming and rotating are possible.

A typical approach for modeling event sequences is a deterministic finite state machine. These have been extensively used in modeling interaction behaviors for graphical interfaces. In a deterministic finite state machine, there is only one current state and one resulting transition given the current state and an event. When a state becomes active or inactive, the actions associated with the state are invoked. Alternatively, an action can also be associated with a transition. However, a deterministic finite state machine is ineffective for capturing sequences that might have multiple interpretations (e.g., our above example where both zooming and rotating are possible when two fingers first touch down). When a deterministic state machine is used for capturing ambiguous event sequences, it often requires more states and complicated transitions that are difficult to maintain and computationally expensive.

In contrast, a probabilistic finite state machine is able to effectively model an ambiguous event sequence by allowing multiple active states and multiple transitions to be fired at a time. This also means multiple actions are possible. Previous research
has explored using such a model to address ambiguity in interaction. In Gesture Studio, our inference model is also based on a probabilistic finite state machine (or a probabilistic event model). We next describe how we use such a model to recognize multi-touch behaviors and how we parameterize such a model at runtime to address finger mappings. Managing finger mappings at runtime is a unique challenge raised by the composition of basic gestures into compound gestures and also by the need for fluid transitions between gestures.

Given a probabilistic state machine, we want to calculate a probabilistic distribution over next possible states, \( S_{n+1} \), given a sequence of touch events, \( e_i \) (the \( i \)th event in the sequence), as the follow:

\[
P(S_{n+1} | e_1^{n+1}) = P(S_{n+1} | e_1^n, e_{n+1})
\]

(1)

In our state machine, a state represents an interpretation for a set of fingers on the touch surface. This includes the gesture being performed, the current stage of the gesture, and how fingers are assigned (if multiple basic gestures are involved in the gesture). To simplify our state machine, we treat finger assignment as an attribute of the state and determine it only at runtime. In other words, our state machine is parameterized at runtime with various finger assignments.

A touch event can be *finger-down*, *finger-up*, or *finger-move*. As touch events arrive sequentially, we reformulate Equation 1 by leveraging the probabilistic distribution over the current states, \( S_n \), to allow incremental inference at runtime. We acquire:

\[
\sum_{S_n} P(S_{n+1} | e_1^n, S_n) P(s_n | e_1^n) = \sum_{S_n} P(S_{n+1} | e_1^n, S_n) P(s_n | e_1^n)
\]

(2)

Equation 2 leverages the fact that \( S_{n+1} \) only relies on its previous state \( S_n \) and the touch event at step \( n+1 \), \( e_{n+1} \).
In a touch event sequence, a finger move event can have different interpretations. For example, a two-finger movement event could be related to either pinching or rotating depending on how much the distance between the two fingers has varied over the course of the gesture. Thus, we introduce another type of random variable, $o_i$, into our deduction to accommodate such uncertainty.

$$
\sum_{s_n} P(s_n | e_{1:n}) \sum_{o_{n+1}} P(o_{n+1} | e_{1:n}) P(S_{n+1} | o_{n+1}, s_n)
$$

(3)

$o_i$ denotes a single interactive operation inferred from the touch event at step $i$. An interactive operation, $o_i$, can be finger-down, finger-up or a gesture-specific or a gesture specific operation learned from demonstrated examples (e.g., pinch). In particular, when $e_i$ is a finger-down or up event, $o_i = e_i$.

We can rewrite $P(S_{n+1} | o_{n+1}, s_n)$ using a state machine convention.

$$
\sum_{s_n} P(s_n | e_{1:n}) \sum_{o_{n+1}} P(o_{n+1} | e_{1:n}) P(s_{n+1} \rightarrow s_{n+1})
$$

(4)

Notice that Equation 4 is recursive in that $P(s_n | e_{1:n})$ can be calculated in a similar way. As each touch event is observed, we can incrementally update the probabilistic distribution of possible states in the state machine. To use Equation 4, there are essentially two types of quantities that we need to calculate: $P(o_{n+1} | e_{1:n})$ and $P(s_{n+1} \rightarrow s_{n+1})$.

In the next section, we will describe how to learn these probabilistic distributions from demonstrated examples and timeline compositions.

4.4.2 Learning the Probabilistic State Machine

The previous section defines our model, a probabilistic state machine for multi-touch gesture behaviors. This section describes how we automatically learn such a model from demonstrated examples and timeline compositions.
As we recall from Equation 4, our model needs to compute two quantities when each touch event occurs (see Equation 4): \( P(a_{n+1} | e_{n+1}) \) is concerned with recognizing interactive operations from a finger-move event, and \( P(s_n \rightarrow s_{n+1}) \) relies on the state machine transitions.

The remainder of this section is concerned with \( P(s_n \rightarrow s_{n+1}) \). We describe how we (1) learn the state machines for basic gestures from the demonstrated examples, (2) create state machines for compound gestures by aggregating those of basic gestures using the products of multiple state machines, and finally (3) derive a global state machine by unifying identical states and capturing possible transitions across different gestures.

**Learning a State Machine for a Basic Gesture**

We first discuss how to construct a state machine from a demonstrated gesture. A demonstrated gesture can be divided into a sequence of segments by the number of fingers involved at different times. A segment may involve finger-move events that are either (1) intended for performing repetitive operations of the gesture (e.g., continuously zooming) or (2) accidental (e.g., a first finger may move slightly before a second finger lands). As we described previously, Gesture Studio heuristically eliminates segments that might have accidental movements from the gesture’s active region. The developer can revise this by editing the active region inferred by the system.

We then create a chain of states based on the segments in a gesture example. For a segment within the active region, we name its corresponding state using the name of its gesture and its order in the active region (e.g., Pinch/0, DoubleTap/2).

For the segments outside of the active region, we name their states in such a way that is independent of their gesture. We name a state IDLE-BEFORE_N (IB_N) if it is before the active region or IDLE-AFTER_N (IA_N) if it is after the active region, where N is the
number of fingers. For example, the initial state before any finger touches down is IB₀. IDLE means these states are not associated with any gestures, and the state represents when no gestures are recognized.

For example, Figure 4.4a shows the clip of a basic two-finger-rotate gesture. There is only one segment in the active region, marked by the two blue bars on the time scale. The clip results in a state machine that includes Rotate/0, a state corresponding to the segment in the active region. Rotate/0 is preceded by IB₀ and IB₁ for the segments before the active region, and followed by IA₁ and IA₀ for those after the active region. Finally, the states are connected by transitions related to finger events such as finger-up (+) and finger-down (-) between these states.

**Learning a State Machine for a Compound Gesture**

The state machine for a compound gesture is constructed from the state machines for each of its basic gestures via a two-step process. We first generate a state machine for each track of the compound gesture, by combining the state machines of each basic gesture on the track. This combines gestures that occur in sequence. We then construct the state machine for the entire compound gesture by assembling the state machine generated for each of its tracks. This combines gestures that occur in parallel.

In the first step, we connect the state machines of adjacent gestures on each timeline track. This is implemented by merging the idle states between their active regions. In the second step, we construct a state machine using the product of all the state machines from the first step. We then remove the states and transitions that violate the temporal constraints reflected on the timeline (see Figure 4.4b). The temporal constraints are inferred from the order of the gesture clips in the timeline view. For example, when gesture clip A starts earlier than gesture clip B in the timeline view, it imposes a temporal
constraint that gesture A needs to reach its active region before any touch event for gesture B occurs.

**Constructing a Global State Machine for Inference**

The previous steps give us a set of state machines, each corresponding to a single basic or compound gesture. We obtain the final global state machine that we will use for recognition by combining the state machines for each gesture. We merge identical states and add transitions between transitional states of different gestures to enable fluid transitions (see Figure 4.4c).

There are two types of transitional states. The *beginning states* of a gesture can be entered from other gestures and the *ending states* can transition to other gestures. We can identify these states and establish transitions from ending states to beginning states based on the following rules.

The states that precede and correspond to the beginning of the active region are identified as beginning states. Similarly, the states that follow and correspond to the end of the active region are ending states. For a compound gesture, its active region is the union of the active regions of all its constituent gestures on the timeline. An ending state of a gesture can transition into a beginning state of a gesture if the difference in their number of fingers is one. The transition is assigned a finger-down or finger-up event appropriately (see the rightmost Figure 4.4c). Finally, actions and time constraints are specific to a segment of a basic gesture, so we attach them to the corresponding state of the segment in the state machine.
Figure 4.4: The procedure of learning state machines from demonstrated examples and composed compound gestures.

(a) Creating a state machine from a gesture clip. Each segment of the clip is mapped to a state.

(b) For parallel composition, combining state machines of basic gestures to form a compound behavior by using their product and removing states that violate the timeline temporal constraints.

(c) Creating a global state machine by stitching state machines of individual gestures using their idle and transitional states.
4.4.3 Recognizing Interactive Operation

In support of Equation 4, the previous section has described how we learn the event-transition quantity from data. This section now considers our other quantity of interest, \( P(o_{n+1}|e_{n+1}) \). This corresponds to how we recognize interactive operations from a finger move event. Interactive operations are gesture specific interpretations of finger move events as demonstrated in examples (e.g., pinch, rotate).

Gesture Coder uses decision trees trained from the demonstrated examples. It can be expensive to train and keep a decision tree for each possible set of competing movement patterns, but more importantly, this approach cannot be directly applied here. For example, in a two-track compound state, \( P((o_{n+1}^1, o_{n+1}^2)|(e_{n+1}^1, e_{n+1}^2)) \), we do not directly have any training data for the compound movements, as they were composed and never actually demonstrated. To address these issues, we use likelihood probability to approximate the posterior probability.

\[
P(o_{n+1}|e_{n+1}) = \alpha P(e_{n+1}|o_{n+1}) P(o_{n+1}) \propto P(e_{n+1}|o_{n+1})
\]

(5)

We can also compute the likelihood probability for compound states, as with a two-track compound state,

\[
P((o_{n+1}^1, o_{n+1}^2)|(e_{n+1}^1, e_{n+1}^2)) \propto P((e_{n+1}^1, e_{n+1}^2)|(o_{n+1}^1, o_{n+1}^2))
\]

(6)

and from the independence between tracks, we have,

\[
P((e_{n+1}^1, e_{n+1}^2)|(o_{n+1}^1, o_{n+1}^2)) = P(e_{n+1}^1|o_{n+1}^1) P(e_{n+1}^2|o_{n+1}^2)
\]

(7)

To learn the likelihood probability distribution from the demonstrated examples, we first compute a set of continuous features that characterize the movement of \( e_{n+1} \) relative to its preceding events in a predefined spatial window: \( \{dx, dy, dr, da\} \). These correspond to the moving distance of the centroid of the fingers along X-axis and Y-axis, the average moving distance of the fingers along the radius direction around the centroid, and the average moving distance of the fingers along the circular direction around the
Each of these features shares the same domain (i.e., \([-w, w]\), where \(w\) is the window size). We discretize these continuous features into three bins corresponding to \([-w, -w/3)\), \([-w/3, w/3]\), and \((w/3, w]\), then use the occurrence frequency of the feature tuple in the training data as the likelihood of a given sample. As in Gesture Coder, we leverage the repetitive nature of multi-touch move events to treat each as independent and identically distributed to obtain a larger number of samples for training.

To evaluate the performance of our interactive operation recognizer, we compare it with the decision tree motion classifier used in Gesture Coder. We used the same gesture data set as the previous experiment in Gesture Coder, which was collected from a Figure 4.5: The performance of Gesture Studio’s motion recognizer (GS), denoted as solid lines, versus that of Gesture Coder’s (GC), denoted as dashed lines. Each recognizer was tested under different learning difficulty, by varying the number of examples for training from 1 to 4 and the number of targets to predict from 2 to 10.
café study setting. We excluded five gestures from the evaluation which are not related to motion trajectories: 1-Finger-Hold and 1-Finger-Hold-Then-Move, 1-Finger-Tap, 1-Finger-DoubleTap, and 1-Finger-Tripled-Tap. For the remaining ten gestures, we followed the same procedure as the previous experiment in Gesture Coder. As shown in Figure 4.5, our likelihood-based motion classification method significantly outperforms Gesture Coder.

4.5 Validation

To gain an initial understanding of how developers would react to such a tool, we conducted a study with Gesture Studio. In particular, we investigate (1) if developers can understand the new features (e.g., the timeline, gesture active region) and use them to create compound gestures and fluid gesture transitions, and (2) if developers can analyze and handle gesture probabilities during integration with their application.

We recruited 7 developers (all males, aged from 20 to 40 with a mean age of 30). 6 of them were familiar with Java, the Eclipse IDE, and Android programming. None of the participants considered themselves experienced in programming multi-touch gestures, even though one participant attended the original study with Gesture Coder. Three participants had never programmed any touch interaction.

4.5.1 Study Setup

We asked each participant to implement a simple drawing application with Gesture Studio. The drawing application requires 4 gesture behaviors: one-finger move to pan the canvas, two-finger pinch to zoom the canvas, two-finger rotate to rotate the canvas, and one-finger-hold-and-one-finger-draw to draw on the canvas. These gesture behaviors mimic the manipulation of a paper in the physical world. We expected participants to use composition to create the one-finger-hold-and-one-finger-draw
gesture. To focus the study on the questions that we intended to investigate, we created the skeleton code for the application and provided the participants with necessary methods to draw, pan, zoom, and rotate the canvas. This meant participants were focused on creating touch interactions.

We first gave participants a 15-minute tutorial on Gesture Studio. We demonstrated several simple examples to introduce them to all the features that they might need to use to complete the tasks. We then let the participant implement the four target gestures for the drawing application in 45 minutes. After the main task, we asked participants to create transitions between the draw, pan, zoom, and rotate gestures that they had just implemented.

4.5.2 Observations & Initial Feedback

6 out of 7 participants finished their tasks using Gesture Studio within 45 minutes. The participant who was unfamiliar with Java and Eclipse was only able to complete the pan and hold-and-draw gestures.

We asked the participants to answer a post-study questionnaire about the usefulness and usability of Gesture Studio using a 5-point Likert scale. Overall, the participants thought Gesture Studio was useful (5 Strongly Agreed and 2 Agreed) and easy to understand (3 Strongly Agreed, 3 Agreed and 1 Neutral). In particular, the participants all found the timeline visualization useful (5 Strongly Agreed and 2 Agreed). All participants were able to easily understand combining gestures on the timeline and 5 of them were able to use active regions to create transitions.

These initial observations indicate that developers appreciated the intuitiveness and usability of Gesture Studio. The participant who had attended the original study of
Gesture Coder thought that Gesture Studio was a significant advancement beyond Gesture Coder. He commented:

“Creating very complex gestures is exactly as easy as creating easy gestures. The learning curve becomes flat. It is very intuitive to use, and can be picked up in a few minutes.”

Participants reported our API for probabilistic results was easy to understand (2 Strongly Agreed, 3 Agreed and 2 Neutral). However, they also asked why they needed to manage the probabilities themselves instead of letting the system manage probabilities. This suggests a challenge for future work, as developers do not currently appreciate the ambiguity of this style of input and opportunities for flexibility resulting from access to such information.

Another interesting observation was that 5 out of 7 participants attempted to create the hold-and-draw gesture by demonstration, instead of by composing the gesture on the timeline. Because demonstration alone is insufficient for creating this gesture, they all switched to using timeline composition. When we asked the participants why they initially chose demonstration instead of composition, a common response was roughly “why should I?” This implies that it is unclear to developers what can be achieved with demonstration and what cannot, so developers first try demonstration as a simpler approach.

4.6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter presents Gesture Studio, a recognition tool for creating multi-touch interaction behaviors by combining programming by demonstration and interactive declarative guidance that constrains learning. Using an intuitive video-editing metaphor, Gesture Studio supports several important steps in creating multi-touch behaviors,
including demonstrating gesture examples, revising demonstrated examples, and constructing compound gestures composed from multiple gestures under temporal constraints. We also contribute a novel computational model for inferring touch behaviors and a set of algorithms for automatically constructing such a model from gesture examples and timeline compositions. A performance experiment showed that our touch motion recognizer significantly outperformed the previous work. The initial feedback from a study with seven programmers indicated that Gesture Studio is intuitive to understand and easy to use.

However, there are still a few unresolved problems and the observations from our study point out opportunities for future work. First is to design a better approach for developers interacting with the probability outputs of the recognizer. Gesture Coder seems to expose too little probably information, while Gesture Studio seems to expose too much. Although more information offers developers more flexibility in handling interactions, it also adds to the learning curve and complexity in programming. A better design should strike a better balance between simplicity and flexibility.

A second opportunity is in developing methods to infer whether demonstrations of a gesture are sufficient for its recognition and suggesting a developer consider composition when it might significantly improve recognition. An observation from our study is that it is confusing to developers when using declaration will be better, as demonstration always seems like an easier way to create the desired gestures. More proactive tools could help developers find an appropriate balance.

A third opportunity is to further simplify the tools and limit the gestures to be supported. While Gesture Studio supports a much wider range of gestures than Gesture Coder, it is not yet clear if these additional gestures will be useful and practical for interactions. Supporting the more complex gestures leads to higher computational cost on
recognition and lower recognition accuracy in some cases. A better gesture set should be as useful as Gesture Studio, but also allow more efficient and accurate recognizers.
Chapter 5. Gesture Script: Recognizing Gestures and their Structure using Rendering Scripts and Interactively Trained Parts

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous two chapters have discussed multi-touch gestures. This chapter shifts our focus to symbolic gestures and discusses Gesture Script. Gesture Script is a system for creating symbolic gestures from demonstrated gesture examples and rendering scripts.

Symbolic gestures are an important category of gestures, defined by their trajectories (e.g., a circle, an arrow, a spring, each character in an alphabet). Symbolic gestures have been extensively studied [5,38,58,67,70], and are increasingly common in everyday interaction. However, implementation of gesture recognition remains difficult. Because of this difficulty, many developers either decide against adopting gesture recognition or instead limit themselves to simple gestures that make recognition easier.

Extensive research examines tools to support developers creating gestures for their applications [33,34,39,42,58]. This chapter addresses symbolic, unistroke gestures. Current approaches to tool support focus on example-based training. One well-known exemplar of such tool support is the $1 Recognizer [70]. The $1 Recognizer allows developers to create a gesture recognizer by providing examples of each class of gesture. It then recognizes gestures using a nearest-neighbor classifier based on a distance metric that is scale and rotation invariant. At runtime, the recognizer compares new gestures to the provided examples and outputs a recognized class. Such an example-only approach hides recognizer complexity, but has key limitations.
First, example-only approaches provide little control to developers creating a recognizer. Consider a scenario where a recognizer is having trouble reliably distinguishing between a triangle and a sector. In a strictly example-only system, a developer’s only recourse is to provide more examples and hope the system eventually learns to differentiate the gestures. A better approach would allow developers to provide more information about the gestures. For example, a developer might indicate that a triangle is made of three lines, while a sector is made of two lines and an arc.

Second, example-only approaches limit the complexity of gestures developers can create for applications. Without any other knowledge, it is hard to efficiently learn gestures from only examples. For example, consider a spring gesture that can contain a varying number of zigzags. Such a gesture does not have a fixed shape, so it will be difficult for the $1$ Recognizer to learn. With current example-only tools, a developer is left to provide many examples that attempt to cover the range of variation (e.g., illustrating examples of springs containing all possible numbers of zigzags). This can be tedious and inefficient, and it often still does not yield an acceptable recognizer.

Third, many applications require attributes of gestures beyond just their recognized class. For example, an application that recognizes an arrow gesture may also need to know its orientation and length. Prior work has focused on recognizing the correct class [5,38,58,67,70], so a developer is generally left to recover such attributes on their own. In our example, a developer might write custom code to infer an arrow’s orientation and length by analyzing the gesture’s two most distant points. Although straightforward for an arrow, some attributes can require analyses that are as complicated as the recognizer (e.g., recovering the number of zigzags in a spring). A better approach would allow developers to leverage the primary recognizer to recover attributes of a gesture needed by an application.
This chapter presents Gesture Script, a new tool for developers incorporating gesture recognizers in their applications. As in previous example-based tools, Gesture Script allows developers to create a recognizer by simply providing examples of desired gestures. But we also enhance this core capability with several novel and powerful techniques as shown in Figure 5.1. Gesture Script allows developers to describe the structure of a gesture using a rendering script. A rendering script describes the process of performing a gesture as drawing a sequence of interactively defined parts. The parts of a gesture can be learned from provided examples, and they can also be interactively specified. Scripts and their parts allow synthesis of new examples, helping developers quickly add greater variation to their training examples. Taken together, these capabilities allow developers to create more powerful gesture recognizers than prior example-based gesture tools. At runtime, the resulting recognizers are also able to recover specified attributes of the structure of gestures, extracting them and providing them to applications together with the gesture’s recognized class.

The remainder of this chapter presents our design, implementation, and validation of Gesture Script. We first discusses how a developer uses Gesture Script to interactively create a recognizer for a set of unistroke gestures and how they extract important attributes from the gestures.

Figure 5.1. Developers use Gesture Script to incorporate gesture recognizers in their applications. They provide example gestures, create scripts, and define parts to build recognizers capable of both classifying gestures and recovering important attributes from the gestures.
attributes from those gestures. We then more formally introduce our rendering scripts and discuss what gesture structures can be described. Next, we discuss our algorithms for learning interactively defined parts, synthesizing gesture examples, and learning the final gesture recognizer. We then evaluate Gesture Script through an initial study with developers and an examination of recognition rates on multiple gesture datasets. Finally, we discuss the limitations and opportunities for future work.

5.2 INTERACTING WITH GESTURE SCRIPT

We introduce Gesture Script by following a developer as she implements a recognizer for a small set of unistroke gestures. Ann needs to recognize four gestures in her application, as shown in Figure 5.2: Arrow1 will create a solid arrow of the same orientation and length as the gesture, Arrow2 will create a hollow arrow in the same orientation and length as the gesture, Spring1 will add a resistor with the same number of zigzags as the gesture, and Spring2 will add an inductor with the same number of coils as
the gesture. Note that Ann’s application needs to know the orientation and length of arrows as well as the number of zigzags and coils in springs in order to support simulations informed by the gestures.

5.2.1 Example-Based Demonstration of Gestures

Like prior example-only systems, Gesture Script allows developers to quickly create a recognizer simply by demonstrating examples of each gesture class within the Gesture Script interface. Ann first creates four gesture categories in the gesture bin and names them accordingly (i.e., *Arrow1*, *Arrow2*, *Spring1*, and *Spring2*). For each gesture category, Ann records a few examples by drawing on the gesture canvas in the center column of Figure 5.2’s view of the interface. After the examples are recorded, Ann immediately has a gesture recognizer. Although Ann will extend the capabilities of her recognizer beyond what is possible with prior example-only systems, Gesture Script preserves the core interaction of quickly training a recognizer by example (i.e., Gesture Script raises the ceiling for gesture recognizer tools but preserves the same low threshold as prior example-only systems [38,58,70]).

5.2.2 Experimental Cross-Validation

To experimentally test her recognizer, Ann clicks the blue button in the upper-left corner of Figure 5.2’s gesture bin. Gesture Script performs a random 10-fold cross validation on the recorded gesture set and updates the blue button to show result of the cross-validation as an estimate of the accuracy of the current recognizer. Gesture Script also displays the recall value for each gesture class next to its thumbnail to inform the developer how many of the provided examples are correctly recognized.

The cross-validation can only be interpreted as recognition performance over the recorded gestures. When the recorded gesture set fails to capture the qualities of
real-world gestures, the cross-validation can report high accuracy for a recognizer that will actually perform poorly in practice. This can occur if the gesture set is too small to illustrate a space of gestures, or if the example gestures are too similar and fail to demonstrate real-world variation within a class. To produce a high-quality recognizer, Ann therefore needs a good cross-validation result on a realistic set of example gestures demonstrating real-world variation.

5.2.3 Describing Gestures with Rendering Scripts

When Ann sees that her cross-validation reports a low accuracy, she seeks ways to improve her recognizer. She could provide additional examples, or she can write rendering scripts that describe the structure of her gestures.

Ann creates a simple rendering script that uses a sequence of \texttt{draw} commands to describe \textit{Arrow1} as drawing a part called \texttt{Line} followed by a part called \texttt{Head1}, as in Figure 5.3. Similarly, Ann defines the slightly different \textit{Arrow2} as first drawing a \texttt{Line} and then a \texttt{Head2}. Importantly, parts are all interactively defined. Gesture Script does not have any pre-existing notion of a line or an arrowhead, but will learn these parts from Ann’s examples and interactive guidance. Part names are globally scoped, so the \texttt{Line} part in \textit{Arrow1}’s script is the same as the \texttt{Line} part in \textit{Arrow2}’s script.

\textit{Spring1} and \textit{Spring2} are a bit more complicated, as the bodies of the gestures contain repetitive patterns. Gesture Script supports such gestures with a \texttt{repeat} command. Ann describes \textit{Spring1} as first drawing a \texttt{Spring1Head}, then a series of one or more \texttt{Cap} parts, and finally a \texttt{Spring1Tail}. She similarly defines \textit{Spring2} to include a \texttt{Spring2Head}, one or more \texttt{Coil}, and a \texttt{Spring2Tail}. 
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There are multiple scripts that can describe the same gesture, including multiple potential alternatives for each of Ann’s scripts. Even for the same script, multiple interpretations of the named parts might be consistent with provided examples. Figure 5.3 shows example alternative scripts for each of Ann’s gestures as well as two different interpretations of the parts in her *Spring1* script. Some scripts are more effective in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gesture</th>
<th>One option</th>
<th>Alternative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrow1</td>
<td><code>draw(Line)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Head1)</code></td>
<td><code>draw(Line)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(ThickLine)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Line)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow2</td>
<td><code>draw(Line)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Head2)</code></td>
<td><code>draw(Line)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Line)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Line)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Line)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring1</td>
<td><code>draw(String1Head)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>repeat</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Cap)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(String1Tail)</code></td>
<td><code>draw(Line)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Line)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>repeat</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(V)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Line)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Line)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring2</td>
<td><code>draw(String2Head)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>repeat</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Coil)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(String2Tail)</code></td>
<td><code>draw(Line)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Arc)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>repeat</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Coil)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Arc)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>draw(Line)</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.3. Scripts provide multiple ways to define a gesture. For instance, this table presents two different scripts for each gesture. There can also be alternative interpretations of a part for the same script, as shown in gesture *Spring1*. 

There are multiple scripts that can describe the same gesture, including multiple potential alternatives for each of Ann’s scripts. Even for the same script, multiple interpretations of the named parts might be consistent with provided examples. Figure 5.3 shows example alternative scripts for each of Ann’s gestures as well as two different interpretations of the parts in her *Spring1* script. Some scripts are more effective in
improving recognition. In our experience, a good strategy is to reuse parts among scripts when possible, as this helps the recognizer isolate and focus on the other more discriminative parts of gestures.

5.2.4 Interactively Training Parts

Scripts define a global set of defined parts. However, the shapes of those parts are unknown (i.e., Gesture Script does not have any pre-conceived notion of a line as the shortest path between two points, nor of the two different styles of arrowhead in Ann’s scripts). When a gesture class is selected, Gesture Script shows its current understanding of the appearance of each part defined in the gesture’s rendering script (see the top center of Figure 5.2). An empty box is shown if Gesture Script has not yet learned a shape.

After defining her scripts, Ann clicks on the refresh button in the center of the Gesture Script interface. Gesture Script then tries to learn all of the parts defined in Ann’s scripts. It tries to learn the appearance of each part from the example gestures (i.e., searching among potential shapes of parts to find those that best fit the gesture examples). The learned parts are then visualized.

Unfortunately, the space of possible shapes for parts is very large. Given computational constraints, Gesture Script is only able to find a set of local minima and pick the best. When gestures are simple, Gesture Script is generally able to find parts that match the developer’s intent. However, it does not always find the best shapes for parts. Figure 5.4 shows an example where Gesture Script has not identified the intended distinction between Line and Head2 in Ann’s Arrow2 gesture. Gesture Script provides developers with two methods for interactively guiding part learning.
Interactively Labeling Part Segmentation

A developer can interactively specify one or more segmentation points in any of their example gestures by clicking that point in the gesture visualization. For example, Ann can label the end of the Line in any of her examples of Arrow2. Interactively provided segmentations thus guide search to the intended part shapes (e.g., Figure 5.4a).

Providing Examples of Interactively Defined Parts

With a large number of examples, manually labeling part segmentations can be laborious. Gesture Script also allows the developer to provide a rough shape of a part by
directly drawing the part within the box intended to visualize that part (i.e., within the boxes at the top center of Figure 5.2). The demonstration is then used as a rough indication of the desired shape of that part and guides search to the intended part shapes (e.g., Figure 5.4b).

5.2.5 Synthesizing Additional Examples

Training a high-quality recognizer requires that a developer obtain examples that illustrate sufficient variation to enable good performance on future real-world data. To help developers include greater variation in their example gestures, Gesture Script uses rendering scripts and learned parts to generate new potential examples of gestures, as displayed in the bottom right of Figure 5.2. Gesture Script introduces variation by changing the relative scale of each part and the angles of rotation between parts. Ann can quickly scan the synthesized examples, select interesting cases, and add them to her training set. When she finds examples that demonstrate so much variation that she no longer considers them an example of the gesture, she selects them and clicks the “Reject and Refresh” button. Gesture Script uses this feedback to guide its generation of additional examples.

5.2.6 Recovering Attributes of Gesture

Gesture Script allows developers to include variables in scripts that specify attributes that should be recovered from a recognized gesture. Specifically, we currently support recovering the number of times a part is repeated within a given gesture as well as the angles between parts in a particular gesture. For example, in Figure 5.5 Ann recovers the orientation of the Line in Arrow1 gesture by adding a rotate command using the dir variable. Similarly, she recovers the number of repeated Cap parts in a Spring1 gesture by adding the variable n to her repeat command. When using the recognizer in
her application, Ann can access these attributes by simply accessing the variables \textit{dir} and \textit{n} on recognized instances of these gestures.

\textbf{5.2.7 Iterative Improvement and Evaluation}

The overall process of training an effective recognizer is highly iterative and exploratory. Ann adds more examples, modifies her rendering scripts, interactively defines parts, and examines the cross-validation performance of her recognizer as she works. Gesture Script also allows Ann to interactively test her current recognizer. When Ann gestures in the test window, Gesture Script presents the current recognizer's predicted class and any extracted gesture attributes. If Ann creates an example that is misrecognized or otherwise interesting, she can directly add it to her example gestures. When complete, Ann has a reliable recognizer that automatically extracts gesture attributes.

\textbf{5.3 Describing Gestures using Rendering Scripts}

The definition of rendering scripts plays an important role in the effectiveness of Gesture Script, as they define how developers can communicate the intended structure of gestures. Prior to discussing details of our implementation, we first detail our rendering script language.

Unistroke gestures have been extensively studied, and we surveyed gestures found in the research literature and commercial applications [1,7,35,46,52,59,69,71]. Unistroke gestures can be arbitrarily complex in theory, but in practice are much simpler. One reason is that people must be capable of remembering and reliably producing the gesture. We have found most unistroke gestures can be broken into a fixed number of parts, while others contain repetition. Our script language supports this, describing
gestures as a sequence of structures. Each structure can be either an interactively defined part or a repetition of an interactively defined part.

Under such a description, possible gesture attributes include the angles between structures, the number of repetitions of a part, and the angle between repetitions. The size and location of a particular part can also be useful and is easily retrieved from the bounding box of that part.

The syntax of our script language is defined as:

```
Script := Structure*;
Structure :=
    [rotate(X)]?
    [repeat[(N[, Y)]?)]?
    draw(P);
```

$P$ is gesture part. $X$, $N$, and $Y$ are script variables. They do not describe gestures, but rather allow developers to indicate what gesture attributes are of interest.

5.4 ALGORITHMS

We now present the algorithms Gesture Script uses to learn parts, synthesize gesture examples, and learn a recognizer.

5.4.1 Learning Gesture Parts

The provided rendering scripts introduce a set of global parts. This section first addresses the unsupervised learning problem, where we learn parts from only gesture examples. Later sections will address how to integrate interactive guidance of this learning process.

As a high-level overview, we first heuristically generate a shape for each part. We then use these initial part shapes to segment each example in the way that best matches the corresponding parts in the example’s script. We score the match that results from
segmentation of each example and then compute a total score over all examples. After segmenting all the examples, we have a set of gesture segments corresponding to each part, which we then use to update our estimate of the shape of the part. We iteratively improve our estimate of the shapes of parts until there is no improvement in the total score. We repeat this process several times (i.e., 20 in our current implementation), each time with different initial random part shapes. This subsection details each step and how we incorporate interactive feedback.

**Preprocessing and Initial Shapes**

Gestures typically contain hundreds of points, and considering every point as a segmentation boundary becomes computationally prohibitive. We therefore first approximate the gesture as a sequence of line segments using the bottom-up segmentation algorithm described by Keogh et al. [31]. We then only consider endpoints of these line segments as candidates for boundaries between parts.

As in prior instance-based gesture recognition [38,70], we represent a part by sampling a set of equidistant points along its trajectory, normalized by its vector magnitude: \((x_1, y_1, x_2, y_2, \ldots, x_n, y_n)\), with \(n = 32\) in our implementation.

To generate initial part shapes, we find the simplest example corresponding to a script that contains the part (i.e., the example with the fewest segmentation candidates). We then randomly pick a segment as the initial part shape.

**Matching a Gesture to a Script**

To segment an example gesture to match a script, we first define our similarity metric. Our similarity metric is based on Protractor [38]. When a gesture segment is matched to a simple part, their distance is the cosine distance:

\[
d(G_{seg}, V_{part}) = \arccos(V_{seg} \cdot V_{part})
\]  

(1)
where \( V_{\text{seg}} \) is a resampling of \( G_{\text{seg}} \) rotated to an aligned angle. We assume vectors are normalized by magnitude.

When a gesture segment is matched to a repetition, we find the best way to break it into subsegments that each match the part shape, then use the average distance of the subsegments to the part shape as a distance measure:

\[
d(G_{\text{seg}}, R(V_{\text{part}})) = \min_{n, \theta, \Delta} \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} d(G_{\text{seg}}(\theta + i \times \Delta), V_{\text{part}}) \right\}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of repetitions, \( \theta \) is the initial angle, \( \Delta \) is the change in angle between each repetition, and \( \Gamma \) is the segmentation.

Given these metrics for the distance between a gesture segment and an individual part or a repetition, the overall distance between an example gesture and a script can then be defined as the average distance of its segments to the corresponding structures:

\[
d(G, S_{0:K-1}) = \min_{\Gamma} \left\{ \sum_{\alpha=0}^{K-1} \frac{1}{K} d(G_{\Gamma_{\alpha}}, S_{\Gamma_{\alpha}}) \right\}
\]

where \( S_{\Gamma} \) is a structure (i.e., either a repetition or a part) and \( \Gamma \) is the segmentation.

We segment an example gesture to best match a script by solving equation (3). We use dynamic programming:

\[
d(G_{a:b}, S_{j:K-1}) = \min_{a \leq \alpha \leq b, j \leq K} \left\{ \frac{1}{K} d(G_{a:b}, S_{j}) + d(G_{b:j+1}, S_{j+1:K-1}) \right\}
\]

where \( a, b \) and \( i \) are end points in the gesture, and \( a:b \) means a gesture segment between point \( a \) and point \( b \).

For equation (2), we use a greedy algorithm. Although dynamic programming can be used, it has many states \( (n, \theta, \Delta) \) and it is nested within the dynamic programming for equation (4). Solving equation (2) using dynamic programming is therefore prohibitively costly. We instead scan the end points in \( G_{\text{seg}} \) and find the segment with the lowest distance to equation (1)’s part \( V_{\text{part}} \). We use this as the first segment. We then repeat and update \( \theta \) and \( \Delta \) along the way until we reach the end point. To compensate for a lack of
lookahead in the greedy approach, we then perform a back scan to merge segments that further reduce the distance.

**Updating Part Shapes and Iteration**

We can now match gesture examples to scripts and thus obtain a set of gesture segments for each part. To update the current estimate of the shape of a part, we compute the average of segments after normalization and alignment:

\[ V^{\text{part}} = \text{Normalize} \left( \frac{1}{T} \sum_{0 \leq i < T} V^{\text{seg}_i} \right) \]

We then iterate between segmenting gesture examples and updating parts until the total distance between gestures and scripts can no longer be improved.

**Incorporating Interactive Feedback**

Developers can improve learning of parts by manually labeling the part segmentation points and by drawing examples of individual part shapes. We can integrate this interactive guidance into our unsupervised learning. For interactively labeled part segmentation points, we modify our matching algorithm in equation (2) and (4) to require selection of interactively labeled segmentation points. In the case of interactively provided examples of part shapes, we use them as the initial shapes in the search. This explicit developer guidance is more effective than random selection of an initial part shape.

**5.4.2 Gesture Synthesis**

After part shapes are learned, we can synthesize gesture examples by following the procedural steps specified in a rendering script. The goal is to help developers introduce variation into their examples. Synthesized examples can vary in their parameters (i.e., the angles between parts, the relative scale of parts, and the number of
repetitions). However, we cannot simply use random values for these parameters. If the number of parameters is \( n \) and the number of values for each parameter is about \( m \), the total number of different examples will be \( m^n \), most of which will not be meaningful. Randomly generated parameters are unlikely to generate helpful suggested examples.

We therefore choose to vary one parameter at a time. We first use our part matching algorithm to find the values of one parameter in the existing examples, then map them in one dimension. We identify the largest gaps in this space (i.e., where no values have been previously selected), as these are promising regions for exploring variation. We then vary the parameter using values from these gaps.

When developers reject generated examples, those parameter values are marked in their value space. We then prioritize the gaps between positive and negative example values, which may contain the most information.

### 5.4.3 Gesture Recognition

We now discuss creating the recognizer from examples, scripts, and parts. We compute features for each example, and then we train a linear SVM multi-class classifier.

If there are \( N \) gesture classes, the features for a gesture consist of \( N+1 \) groups of features. The first group of features can be represented as \( \{f_0, f_1, \ldots, f_{N-1}\} \), where \( f_i \) is the minimum cosine distance of the gesture to example gestures in the \( i \)-th class. These features are the same distances used in Protractor [38], and including them preserves Protractor’s strong example-only performance.

The remaining \( N \) groups of features are each generated from the script of the \( i \)-th gesture class, thus giving the recognizer access to additional information that the script provides about the structure of that gesture. For the \( i \)-th group, with a script containing \( K \) structures, the features of an example gesture are represented as \( \{d_0, d_1, \ldots, d_{K-1}, r_{0,1}, r_{1,2}, \ldots\} \).
The example gesture is first matched to the script using our matching algorithm. We then compute features as follows: $d_i$ is the distance between the $i$-th structure to the corresponding gesture segment per equation (1) or (2); $r_{i,i+1}$ is the angle between the aligned angle of the $i$-th structure and that of the $(i+1)$-th structure; and $s_i$ is the scale ratio of the $i$-th matched gesture segment to the first matched gesture segment. In essence, these features encode how well an example matches the parts in a script and how an example’s parts are arranged in terms of their relative angles and relative scales.

We scale each feature to the range of -1 to 1, then train a multi-class SVM classifier with a linear kernel. At runtime, the SVM predicts gesture category and we use the results of our matching to extract gesture parts and attributes.

The runtime computational cost of our recognizers is comparable to Protractor. In the simplest case when no scripts are specified, the computational cost is the cost of Protractor plus a smaller cost from a linear SVM. When scripts are specified, the additional cost for each script over Protractor is $O(k^2 + km^2c + k'm^4)$, where $k$ is the number of parts, $m$ is the number of segmentation candidates, $c$ is the number of sampling points, and $k'$ is the number of parts with repetition. Assuming $k = 4$, $m = 10$, $k' = 1$, and $c = 32$, this is about the cost of an additional 1000 examples in a Protractor recognizer. This is practical and has not been an issue in our experiments.

5.5 Validation

To validate and gain insight into Gesture Script, we now present a series of experiments. First is an initial laboratory study with four developers, observing their use of and reactions to Gesture Script. Second is our collection of data to evaluate the performance of Gesture Script’s recognition. Finally, we analyze recognition
performance from several perspectives: (1) we test recognizers that developers created in our study, (2) we examine recognition with a larger set of gesture classes, and (3) we examine recognition of simple, compound, and high-variation gesture datasets.

5.5.1 Study with Developers

To obtain initial feedback on the usability of Gesture Script and the usefulness of its features, we conducted a laboratory study with 4 programmers recruited from our organization (2 male and 2 female). None had previously programmed gesture recognition, but all had used machine learning.

*Study Setup*

We asked each participant to train a gesture recognizer for the seven gestures in Figure 5.6 and to extract gesture attributes including the direction of each arrow and number of repetitions in each spring. The size of the gesture set was chosen to be appropriate for a laboratory study. The specific gestures were chosen so they are not easily distinguishable to a simple instance-based recognizer. They require non-trivial effort to add examples, iterate on scripts, and train parts to achieve a good recognition performance.

We first gave participants a tutorial on Gesture Script. We then walked through the process of creating a recognizer for two simple gestures, a triangle and a rectangle. Next, participants completed a warm-up task to train a recognizer for Figure 5.8’s “v” and “delete”.

We then asked participants to work on the main task, creating a recognizer for the seven gestures from scratch. We asked participants to think as developers looking to create the recognizer for their software. The goal was to train a quality recognizer and to
improve its recognition until satisfied. We limited the task time to one hour. Finally, participants completed a post-study questionnaire.

The study was conducted on a ThinkPad X220 Tablet PC with stylus support. Participants had a keyboard and mouse, and all used the stylus for gesture input.

Results

All four participants completed the study with satisfactory recognition performance. Participants added a total of 341 gesture examples (i.e., 12.2 examples per class per participant) and wrote a total of 26 scripts (with 82 non-empty lines and 36 parts). Popular features included gesture synthesis (participants used 106 synthesized gestures) and providing example parts (participants provided 20 examples for individual parts). In the post-study questionnaire, all participants agreed Gesture Script is useful, easy to understand, and that it was easy to improve recognition. Figure 5.7 lists all of the presented Likert scales.

When asked what they liked best, all participants mentioned Gesture Script’s ease of use. One commented “it provides a very high-level API for developers to construct a recognizer.” Another participant liked that they could “write scripts to break down a complicated gesture into parts.”

When asked what had been most confusing, participants expressed the frustration of understanding why a recognizer was failing: “[what is] the reason behind why one gesture is confused with another gesture.” Consistent with prior machine learning tools [21,53,54], participants adopted iterative and exploratory strategies to improve their recognizers. Participants wanted an ability to see misclassified gestures, as they found accuracy and recall helpful to understand overall performance but also wanted to see how specific instances failed.
We also added two features based on feedback from the participants. First, we added support for adding misclassified gestures directly to the training set from the testing window. Second, we added the ability to clear all interactively labeled segmentations. As the participants iterated on scripts and parts, previously labeled segmentations could become incorrect and a hassle to remove or correct.

Three participants suggested in the post-study questionnaire that they wanted the script language to be more powerful. They suggested being able to specify constraints on aspects of a script, such as referencing variables from multiple locations in a script. This aligns with our vision for future work.

Figure 5.6. Our study includes seven gestures. The arrows can point any direction, springs can have arbitrary number of repetitions, and the W_O and O_O gestures can place the circle part at arbitrary locations indicating region for action.

Figure 5.7. The Likert scales from our post-study survey, presented from strongly agree to strongly disagree.
5.5.2 Data Collection

To obtain additional data for further evaluating Gesture Script, we collected 24 gesture classes from 10 participants. Each participant was asked to perform 10 gestures for each class, yielding a total of 2400 example gestures. Data collection was done on a ThinkPad X220 Tablet PC, and all gestures were input with the stylus. All participants were right handed. We explicitly asked participants to include variation in how they performed gestures of the same class.

The 24 gestures are illustrated in Figure 5.8. The leftmost 16 are from the website for the $1 Recognizer (except for “zigzag”, these are identical to the gestures in [70]). The rightmost 8 are new gestures with more flexible structures. For instance, the springs can have an arbitrary number of repetitions and the circle in the “w_o” gesture can be placed at any position relative to w. All these gestures are from the literature or commercial contexts, and all have practical applications. In the remainder of our
analyses, we refer to the leftmost 16 gestures as *simple* gestures. We refer to the rightmost 8 as *compound* gestures.

### 5.5.3 Recognition Evaluation

We first tested the four recognizers created in our study against the newly collected data. We tested only the 7 gesture classes the developers had trained, a total of 700 gestures. We compare the results against recognizers trained using the $1$ Recognizer, Protractor, and Gesture Script without scripts. Results are presented in Figure 5.9. With an average accuracy of 89.6%, these results show that the recognizers from the study have much better accuracy than existing example-only methods. The best recognizer is from P4, whose accuracy is 94.7%. When scripts are not used, as in the other three conditions, accuracies drop to an average of 68.7%. Enabling a developer who has never programmed gestures to build an accurate recognizer for a non-trivial set of gestures in less than an hour is promising.

---

**Figure 5.9. Gesture Script recognizers created by the developers in our study obtain better recognition results than example-only methods.**
To further examine Gesture Script recognition, we next conducted cross-validation experiments with our full dataset. We expected recognition of compound gestures to be more difficult, so we considered them separately from simple gestures. To examine the impact of the number and diversity of training examples, we conducted two cross-validations. Train-on-1 considered limited training data, training on examples from 1 person and testing on examples from the other 9. Train-on-9 considered greater availability of training data, training on examples from 9 people and testing on examples from the other 1. We again compare Gesture Script with the $1 Recognizer, Protractor, and Gesture Script without scripts. In the Gesture Script condition, the authors created a script for each gesture.

Results are presented in Figure 5.10. For compound gestures, Gesture Script obtains the best results in both the train-on-1 and train-on-9 conditions. Gesture Script obtains 89.6% accuracy in the compound train-on-1 data, compared to an average of

Figure 5.10. Gesture Script obtains better results on compound gestures, while being no worse on simple gestures. This is consistent with raising the ceiling for gesture creation tools while preserving the low threshold of example-based tools.
68.0% for example-only conditions. Gesture Script obtains 99.5% accuracy in the compound train-on-9 data, compared to an average of 92.1% for example-only conditions. On simple gestures, all recognizers have similar performance. These results are consistent with our goal of raising the ceiling for gesture creation tools while preserving the low threshold of existing example-only tools.

Given the extreme accuracy of all train-on-9 recognizers for simple gestures, we suspected a ceiling effect (i.e., the experiment was too easy to differentiate the recognizers). We suspected this is because of the high consistency in simple gestures (i.e., low variation in how they were performed). As an early investigation, we created a new high-variation dataset. This consists of 10 examples of each simple gesture, created by the authors to exhibit high variation in form. We then tested the recognizers from our previous train-on-1 and train-on-9 cross-validations against the high-variation data (See Figure 5.13). Recall these were trained on data containing little variation, so our goal was to test how methods perform on examples containing previously unseen variation. Results are shown in Figure 5.11. This provides an early indication that Gesture Script is overall more accurate and robust to variation, even in simple gestures.

We also examined performance of our parts matching by randomly verifying five example gestures per script for the 26 scripts collected from the four developers in our study (i.e., 130 total gestures). We marked a match as correct if we would have matched the parts in exactly the same way, a partially correct if one or two segmentation points were slightly off, and otherwise incorrect. Figure 5.12 illustrates a correct match and two examples of erroneous matches. In the 130 gestures we examined, 98 (75.4%) are correct, 29 (22.3%) are partially correct, and 3 extractions (2.3%) are incorrect. This indicates the matching is largely effective.
5.6 DISCUSSION

5.6.1 Implementation

Gesture Script is implemented using Java. The parser for rendering scripts is
implemented using ANTLR [6]. The SVM within the gesture recognizer is provided by
LIBSVM [11]. Our code and data are available under open license at
https://code.google.com/p/gesture-script/.

Figure 5.11. Gesture Script obtains better results when tested against high-variation
data. This provides an early indication Gesture Script is more accurate in the
presence of variation.

Figure 5.12. We manually inspected gesture segmentations to gauge how well they
matched expectations. Here we show three cases highlighting the segmentation that
was found (in red) versus that our annotator preferred (in green).

correct partially correct incorrect
Figure 5.13. A high-variation dataset used to test how methods perform on examples containing previously unseen variation.
5.6.2 Variation in Gestures

Although the $1 Recognizer gesture set is publicly available, we found its gestures too similar within and between individuals (see Figure 5.15). Because gesture design tools capture gestures outside any application context, it is largely unknown how much variation must be reasonable handled by a recognizer. We are unsure if such consistency would capture the gesture variation that would occur in real use. As in Figure 5.11, and as discussed by Kane et al. [28], recognizer performance can be dramatically impacted. We explicitly asked our data collection participants to vary their performance of gestures. Our data thus contains more variation than the $1 Recognizer data (see Figure 5.14) (e.g., the arrows have varied orientations). However, the amount of variation is still relatively limited (e.g., the triangles and brackets are still very similar).

One hypothesis is people tend to perform gestures consistently and it is hard to manually introduce variation. An important benefit of a rendering script is that we can synthesize gestures and introduce additional variation. The initial usage and developer response to synthesized gestures was quite positive. One opportunity for future work is to investigate the impact of synthesized gestures on the effectiveness of a gesture recognizer in its actual use.

5.6.3 Alternative Ways to Perform a Gesture

The gestures discussed in this chapter and in [70] have unique ways in which they are performed. For example, a circle must be counter-clockwise and the gesture “w_o” must start with the “w”. The instance-based learning approach is actually robust in handling alternative ways of performing gestures, as long as there is enough data illustrating the alternatives.
Although Gesture Script extends the instance-based learning method and can be equally robust to alternatives, our introduction of rendering scripts creates new questions. First, each part defined by our scripts currently assumes a unique manner in which it can be performed. Similarly, each script defines a unique order in which parts can be combined. One future direction is to relax such restrictions to learn parts with different interpretations and allow developers to add ordering constraints to scripts. This could greatly reduce the amount of data required for training compared with an instance-based approach.

Figure 5.14. Examples from Gesture Script dataset. Although we explicitly asked our data collection participants to vary their performance of gestures, the amount of variation is still relatively limited.

Figure 5.15. Examples from the $1 recognizer dataset. The gestures are similar within and between individuals.

Although Gesture Script extends the instance-based learning method and can be equally robust to alternatives, our introduction of rendering scripts creates new questions. First, each part defined by our scripts currently assumes a unique manner in which it can be performed. Similarly, each script defines a unique order in which parts can be combined. One future direction is to relax such restrictions to learn parts with different interpretations and allow developers to add ordering constraints to scripts. This could greatly reduce the amount of data required for training compared with an instance-based approach.
5.6.4 Gesture Sampling

Prior work [5,38,67,70] uses a fixed number of sampling points for gestures, which is sufficient when gestures have fixed structures. For more complex gestures, the trajectory can get arbitrarily long and using a fixed number of sampling points becomes a problem (e.g., a spiral). Gesture Script remedies this problem by breaking longer gestures into parts. Gesture Script assumes that parts are usually relatively simple and uses fixed number of sampling points for each part. There could still be an issue when matching parts against long gesture segments. We could increase the sampling rate for better accuracy, but doing so increases the computational expense. One opportunity for future work is to use dynamic sampling informed by the examples used to train parts.
Chapter 6. Conclusion

6.1 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

With the rising popularity of touchscreen devices, touch gestures are becoming an increasingly core component of natural and intuitive interaction design. However, the intrinsic complexity of implementing such touch gestures hinders their adoption and limits iteration and advances in interaction design. Gesture recognition tools offer a promising solution to this challenge by helping developers and designers create touch gestures in their applications. Motivated by this goal, this research has investigated such tools and explored the methods and techniques that make gesture recognition tools easier to use while ensuring they can also generate powerful recognizers.

This dissertation first discussed the design and development of Gesture Coder, a tool for creating multi-touch gestures using a pure demonstration-based approach. Although Gesture Coder is promising in being easy to use and was well received by the participants in our study, it was limited in the gestures that it can support. This dissertation then presented Gesture Studio, which enhanced demonstration using interactive declaration in a timeline visualization of gestures. Gesture Studio preserved the ease of demonstration-based authoring, but added the ability to compose and annotate gestures such that developers can create more accurate and complex gesture recognizers. This dissertation finally presented Gesture Script, which tackles the problem of symbolic gesture recognition using a combination of demonstration and declarative rendering scripts. By adding the ability to specify structural information, Gesture Script preserves the low threshold of demonstration while allowing developers to create recognizers that are more accurate and able to extract useful attributes from gestures.

These systems have demonstrated my thesis that enhancing demonstration-based recognition tools with support for interactive declarative guidance can provide developers...
with new forms of control over their learning systems, thereby preserving the low threshold of demonstration-based systems while raising the ceiling on their capabilities. More specifically, the contributions of this dissertation include the following techniques and methods:

- An architecture in Gesture Coder and Gesture Studio that allows developers to use a single environment for demonstrating desired gestures, testing created recognizers, and integrating them with their applications. Moreover, this architecture allows developers to move between different development stages with little or no changes to their code. For example, our design allows adding new examples or even new classes of gesture after integrating gesture recognition into applications.

- A timeline visualization in Gesture Studio that allows developers to declare complex and high-level properties of touch gestures, such as temporal constraints and compositions of demonstrated sub-gestures. This design raises the ceiling of Gesture Studio as a gesture design tool, allowing it to support interactive specification of gestures that would be difficult or impossible to learn from demonstration alone.

- Rendering scripts in Gesture Script provide an effective tool for developers to specify structural information that improves symbolic gesture recognition. Rendering scripts enable new capabilities for gesture design and recognitions tools, such as synthesizing examples with greater variation and extracting gesture attributes for use in applications.

- Algorithms that enable our advances in multi-touch gesture recognition tools. Gesture Coder demonstrates using state machines to model multi-touch gestures, including combining machines constructed from individual demonstrations to
create larger machines for use in recognition. Gesture Studio extends this support to concatenation and composition, as well as to using parameterized probabilistic state machines that can better represent and manage ambiguity.

- Algorithms that incorporate rendering scripts in learning symbolic gesture recognizers. These show how to learn both the appearance of individual parts and their combination in symbolic gestures, thus allowing rendering scripts to serve as an optional supplement to a demonstration-based learning algorithm.

**6.2 Opportunities for Future Work**

The research in this dissertation contributes useful methods to create tools that preserve a low threshold and raise the ceiling on gesture recognition. It also suggests a variety of opportunities for future work. This section briefly discusses some future opportunities for touch gesture tool research.

First, touch gestures can in theory be arbitrarily complex (i.e., defined by an arbitrary sequence of finger events, motions, and traces), but in practice the gestures that people actually need and want are usually much simpler. An improved understanding of which gestures people need and want could help inform gesture tools and avoid unnecessary complexity in recognizers. Our study with Gesture Studio included casual conversations with participants about what gestures they might want to create. Despite being encouraged to come up with new ideas, our participants did not come up with ideas beyond existing common gestures on Android and iOS. Oh and Findlater report similar results in their work [50]. However, it is unclear if such asking open-ended questions are the right approach for exploring new gestures. Powerful gesture tools can aid rapid experimentation and prototyping in exploring the space of possible gestures, but it will
remain important to balance the capabilities of gesture tools with how gestures are used in actual applications.

Second, there are opportunities to improve upon the computational cost of recognition algorithms. The recognition algorithms discussed in this dissertation have been efficient enough for validating our tools, but their performance needs more scrutiny for real-world usage. Recognition of touch gestures needs to be updated upon every finger event, and many touchscreen devices are underpowered mobile devices. Algorithms that maintain a large list of hypotheses (e.g., those in Gesture Studio) require significant computation and therefore significant battery. It will be important to find a balance between the complexity of recognition algorithms and the variety of gestures to be supported.

Third, it is interesting to consider how gestures relate to the graphical interface in which they occur. This dissertation has largely ignored the structure of a graphical interface in which gestures are performed. However, a graphical interface is often constructed hierarchically from smaller components, with input handling managed inside each component. Recognition in such a hierarchy needs to consider the additional ambiguity of which component should handle a gesture. Schwarz et al. [62,63] have presented a general framework to handle similar ambiguity. However, it is still unclear how to automatically combine the gesture recognition model of each component into an overall recognizer.

Fourth, it is interesting to consider unifying symbolic gestures and multi-touch gestures. Although recognizers for these two types of gestures use very different techniques, their difference from an interaction perspective is subtle. Developers and designers should be able to easily create both gestures in a single gesture tool rather than needing to work with two separate gesture tools.
Lastly, there remain opportunities to explore features of gesture tools that can better help designers choose effective gesture sets. Long et al. [40] examined issues and implications in building a gesture design tool, including validating the importance of tools that are more active and provide more guidance. However, the question of what information can best guide developers to effective gesture sets remains under-explored. Opportunities include visualizing the ambiguity among gestures as well as the difficulties a person will experience in performing gestures.

6.3 CONCLUSION

An increasing number of computing devices are equipped with touch sensitive displays, and touch gestures are becoming an essential part of modern interfaces. However, creating touch gesture recognizers is still challenging and still requires significant specialized expertise. This hinders both advances and adoption in touch gesture research.

This dissertation has investigated gesture recognition tools to help developers create touch gesture recognizers and integrate them into their applications. It has discussed the design, implementation, and validation of three gesture recognition tools for two different types of gestures. Importantly, this research considers the entire workflow from creating recognizers to integrating them into applications.

These systems illustrate new strategies in designing support for interactive declarative guidance to enhance demonstration-based recognition tools. They thus demonstrate the thesis of this dissertation, that enhancing demonstration-based recognition tools with interactive declarative guidance can provide developers with new forms of control over their learning systems, thereby preserving the low threshold of demonstration-based systems while raising the ceiling on their capabilities. These
contributions provide future researchers and tool developers with new knowledge and techniques for building powerful yet easy to use recognition tools.
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